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Introduction and Overview

This publication is the result of a comprehensive review of the
literature on research and best practice. It provides an in-depth
look at many of the fhctors that place students at risk; the core
organizational. instructional, and curricular structures of schools;

and the strategies that have been proven effective with students in
at-risk situations.

('hapter One discusses a number of' situations that affect
children's and youth's academic success--the family, community,
student, and school factors that cont-ibute to placing children at
risk. The chapter presents the argument that sysiemic change--
rather than piecemeal change--is called fbr to ensure that all
children have appropriate opportunities to achieve.

Chapter Two reviews the need fbr restructuring to ensure that
the educational system has the flexibility to renew itself as social
and economic conditions change. liestructuring the system is an
essential prerequisite to successful and lasting educational refbrm

and dropout prevention.

Chapter Three discusses effective prevention strategies. Pre-
rentimi includes those actions taken which ant ici pate, fOrest al l, or

deal with cognitive, social, or personal problems befbre they
irreparably impair a student's ability to perfbrm successfully in
school. Prevention strategies provide enriched learning activities
in early childhood, ensure that children have a healthy start , teach

ly responsible l.tehzivior, a nd :olve i in nts in t heir children's

education.

Chapter Four introduces the concept of mediation and sug-
gests strategies that should he in place in restructured schools.
Mediation is the process of providing an educational environment
that ensures success fbr all students. Mediation strategies are the
innovative curricular, instructional, and other school experiences
provided thr students from preschool through graduation.
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Chapter Five presents intervention sti ategies Intenwnhon
actions are designed to interrupt or modify academic, school, or
personal problems that are negatively afThcting students' perfor-
mances. Intervention strategies are those that address the con-
tinuing needs of students who remain at risk in middle and high
school.

Chapter Six provides a summary of the discussion presented
in this publication.

Recovely is part of the model presentet: at the end of Chapter
One but will not be discussed in this publication. Recovery is a
process that provides individuals with a variety of opportun ities to
complete their education, usually in nontraditional settings. As
important as recovery strategies are, this publication fbcuses
primarily on strategies that prevent dropping out in the first place.

8



Chapter One
The Need for Systemic Change

Situations That Place Students At Risk

It is inconceivable in a country with the resources of the United
States that more than one in five of the children in our schools live
in poverty conditions which put them at risk of' school failure. Too
many of our children do not have the kind of' family which serves
as their protector. advocate, and moral anchor. In contrast to just
a decade ago, more children today suffer from mental and physical
illnesses, substance almse, child abuse, inadequate child care, and
family disorganizat ion. More stude»ts are entering public schools

from single-parent families, from minority populations. and from
non-English-speaking backgrounds. For too many children, their
n,)ighborhood is a place of' menace, t he street a place of' violence.

Too many children arrive at school hungry. dirty, and frightened.
Too many children start school unable to meet the challenges of
learning I 1991, L. S. Department of Education).

Evffy aspect of children's lives affects their ability tolearn and
succeed in school. Wells I 1990 I identified a variety of' circumstan-
ces that often place students at risk. She listed individual-related.
thmily-related, school-related, and (Immunity-related fiicuws. While

any one factor. 01. oven several fhctors. do not necessarily place
students at risk. combinations of ci rcumstances identify t he poten-

t ial to drop out 1Frym ier & Gansneder, 1989 I. Some of the fhctors
identified by Wells me listed below:

Family Related
1.41W SES

)y!-:Inrct ional
Nu parent inolvement
IAA\ parental expectations
Non-English-speaking home
neltert i ye ptrent ahuse

I ligh mohility

Community Related
Lack of community suppmi services

or response
,ack of community st pport For

-.C11011^

1 ligh incidences of' crinnnal act Vii ies
Lack of cltool commullit v linkages
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Student Related
Poor ,,chool attitude
Lms abil* le el
Attendance/truancy
Behavior'discipline pmblems
Pregnancy
Drug abuse
l'oor peer relationships
Nonparticipation
Friends have dropped out

I AM. SO f:esteern/self-efliciicy

School Related
Conflict betx% een home/-ichool cultui e
Ineffective disciplme system
Lack of adequate munsehm;
Negative school climate
Lack of relevant curriculum
Passive instructi mal strategies
inappropriate OA(' of technolog-y
Disregard of student learning styles
Relent ionsiSuspen::ions
Low expectations
Lack of language instruction

As Table 1 illustrates, conditions associated with poverty environ-
ments are major factors in students dropping out I Peng & IRe, 1992
Inadequate housingollen leads to overctmvding. This in turn results in
a lack of privacy and no place to study or do homework. Inappropriate
diet leads to health and dental problems which are too often ignored.
The low educational level of caretakers results in a lack of ex posure
to books, newspapers, magazines, or cultural enrichment. Stu-
dents' selfesteem suffers when thei r cloth I ngcalls attent ion to their
low economic status I LeCompte & Dworkin, 199 D.

Table I: Status Dropout Rate, ages 16-24, by income, and race/ethnicity

Black Hispanic
Total I 1.0 7.9 13.6 2 75",

Loy, income lvel 23.9 19.1 2.1.5 11:3
:Middle income le\ (.1 9.9

. 23.9
ligh income Icvel 2.7 3.9 (i.0

()moult l/u(t' itt III,. I 'itiled StaleN. MI I, N;ttintull !ivy 1.:thic;it1111111)
t S. I )i.pallinplit of 1.;durati,,o,()flirpuryth.;,,i,) Ri.st.,vil;111(1

The effects of poverty go beyond matenal concerns, however.
( 'hi klren wfuise home envininments ;aid social bitckgnainds result in
development different from the mainstream ent dr school at a
distinct educational disadvantage. Those wlm do not speak En-
glish or who behave according to the culture of a home that is
radically difterent from that of the school itre not prepare(l to nice)
witchers. social ;.trid behaviond expectatiolis. Nlany students 1111 ve

Jo
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t hrough school w. ithout the benefit of support ft om the homethat
person,, ho understand the schod curi teulum, who can eval-

uate the quahty of education being offered the child, a nd ho know

how to work within the school system tointercede on behalf of the

child iGandara, 1989).

The Educational Structure Places Students At Risk

John Cole. Vice President of the American Federation of'
Teachers (AFI..-C101 and President of the Texas Federation of
Tc,achers, !stinted out that most students attend public schools
which. iitstead of being "centers for learning and intellectual
development," are

more like the great industrial factories of the 191h and
early 20th century... there is not an assembly line, hut in

rim,-1 high schools there is something like that.. . . Each

teacher is at a stat ion. A bell will ring. The does not

move hut we hae mohile units of' production. They inox t`
hemselves and cluster at a work station where a teacher

for 15 minutes or so attempts to pour learning into t heir
heads and then the bell rings and they ;.!;et up and leave.

:17te Eatifyilimi Deficit, 19SS. P. 20 )

This st ructure worked relatively well for the agricultural
indust rial society it was designed to serve. It provided school i ng for

millions of immigrants. inculcated the .4kills and confiirmity need-

ed to staff assembly lines. and Collowed a calendar dictated hy

tigricultoral season:. Aspiring teachers had to pass rigorous

cmuns to enter teaching. teaching was a respecusl profession, and

there was it surplu, of ((ualified teachers. Those students
who entered the system had high standards set fitr them, parents
pushed their child n m to excel and most students were at tel ive to

I heir teachers. This structure, however, w as desi).nled to ,ort and

select: it was never designed to provide quality education for all

students. In 1940, only about 2:7; of the students graduated 111

high scluxd (26.1' ofwhite: 7.7( ofblacks., Bureau oftheCensus, 1994 t.

\lost of t he educational etihrts oft he l:ist decade fix:used on

refining t he exist ng system realigning or ref c.tising school programs

and pniet ics,s to) teller nit'lq eXiStinggnItls;mdshmdards. The pri int try

concern was to find out "how to do things right" rather than to

determine, first . ifwe were doing t "righ things" (Jenks & Shaw,

1988 ). The kinds of refbrins that emerged followed a strategy of'

1 1
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intensifi«ttIoncontinuing to do what bad been done for years. but
doing more (Wit and presumedly doing it better (Covington. 19921.
This strategy assumed the present educational system was funda-
mentally sound and that no basic changes were needed.

'Me futihty of making piecemeal changes in the educational
s.N. stem is illust rated by the barriers identified though a survey of
educational practitioners in dist ricts and schools that were en-
gaged in effOrts to restructure Duttweiler & Mutchler, 1990 I.
The survey revealed eight major krriers to changing tradition-
al behavior:

1. Fear of taking risksThe lack of a cooperative goal
structure and fear of reprisal slowed down t he implemen-
tat ion of many of the change effOrts.

Fear of losing powerSchool board members and ad-
ministrators at all levels were tippreben...,ive about tosing
ptmer in any reform effort that included a redist ribut ion
111.1.11111.10Fil.

t. Resistance to changing roles and responsibilities-
i'mth administ rotors and teachers were reluctant to tinge
different role, or accept new responsibilities were apa_
t hetic to changes. favored the stat us quo. or ident died wit h
t nicht ional norms and roles.

Lack of trust ntA :It ever\ level lin he system and
in every ndational permutation \\ as uncovered by the survey.

Lack of skills- A lack of sldlls, particularly in working
with groups and gruup decision making. was a critical harrier
to successfid change.

!hack of definition and clarity in the change effort--
Sur%e respondents reported the lack au clear delinii ion
of' du. change effort itself. the strategies to be used to
implement it. I he bomularies of school authority. and the
helm \ iors expected in new roks tuid responsihilit les.

Inadequate resources Respondents ident died a lack
of resouwes or resource allocation 11:-. serious harrier to
change. 'Ilw identified hme as die nr,st iriflu it NW :Ind
1110St Illaclegtlate rest mrce.

2
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8 Lack of hierarchical supportRespondent, ident died

majoi P1 oblems restdt mg from the ab,ence of full-, stem
commitment to change, transience of' personnel, inadequate
communication. and conflicts with outside regulations.

Addressing any one of the above barriers in isolation from the

rest would be an invitation to further failure. More importantly,
changes should address the whole educational system if we are to

build the capacity of schools to redefine and renew themselves so
that they can create learning environments which meet the needs

of all students.

Students Are Underprepared

When the problems encountered within the fhmily and neigh-
borhood combine with the problems children encounter within the
schools, the results are staggering. TheNalional Education Goals

Report fbund that nearly half of all American adults read and write

at the two lowest levels of prose. document. and quantitative
literacy in English. This means that nearly halfof America's adult
population may not be able to perform the range of complex tasks

necessary fiw the U tilted States tocompete successfully in a global

economy or fiw the adults to exercise the rights and responsibilities
of citizenship.

The Children's Defense Fund ( 1992 ) pointed out that poor and
minority children are not the only ones who are experiencing
difficulty in school: many middle- and upper-income children are
not learning what they need to know to keep the U. S. economy
competitive into the next century. An international assessment of'

math and science achievement fbund that American 13-year-olds
ranked 13th in math achievement and 12th in science achievement
when compared to students from 14 other nations. If we are to
survive as an economic power, students must develop the techno-

logical sophistication, adaptability, and problem-solving skills
that will continue to drive our economy in the Fut ure.

Students Are Dropping Out

The traditional educational system w as not designed to meel

the needs of' an information-based economy or effectively educate
population of culturally diverse students ( Bureau of the Celisw,

1994 ). At a time when specialized, postsecondary education is a

13
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prerequisite for many high-technology jobs, state,ticg indicate that
20'i of adults mer the age ,)f 25 in the United States have not
completed high school (Bureau of the Census, 1994/. In 1993,
approximately 3.4 million persons between the ages of 16 and 24
years of age had dropped out of school before they earned a high
school diploma ( NCES, 1992, ) and there were over 12 million
persons 18 years of age and older who had less than a 9th grade
education (Bureau of the Census, 1994 ).

The Pact t hat reducing the dropout rate has been one of the
education goals of' two presidents indicates the seriousness of' the
problem. In attempts to improve the achievement of students in
at-risk situations, many school districts have instituted a number
of' practices over the past two decades. These practices included
such things as identifYing children and pulling them out of class fbr
act ivities unrelated to classroom instruction: retaining students in
grade: slowing down instruction: using technologry fbr drill and
practice; and teaching the "basics" in fragmented, isolated bits.
Rather than helping, however, such practices produced a number
oldamaging effects fbr many st udents such as lowered porceptions
of' their academic competence, decreased .academic motivation,
and reduced int rinsic interest in learning Harter. Whitesell. &
Kowalski, 1992 I.

In addition. rat her than fostering a sense of' belonging and
providing opportunities fin. students to engage in positive social
interaction, most schools continue to emphasize social comparison
and compel it ion. Competitive school environments separate stu-
dents into groups determined by ability, publicly evaluate stu-
dents based on relat ive ability, and honoi only students of high
ability. Because there are few winners and many losers in
competitive school environments, lower achieving students are
disruptive and protect their feelings of self-worth by withholding
their eflbrts. And too often, even among the winners, the joys of'
learning and discovery are sacrificed fbr the sake of' confbrmity
(( 'ovington, 1992).

Researcher Shi-( 'hmig Wu ( 1993 ) i nvestigated t he possibilit y
t bat schools may he actively comributing to students dropping out .
Data from the first fbllow-up survey of the National Education
Longitudinal St udy of1988 (NELS:88».evealed that ( lithere is a
clear link between students attending schools with high dropout
rates and their risk of exposure to poorly organized academic

1 4
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programs, (2 ) the school dropout i ate often reflects morale problems
in the school; ( 3 students attending high dropout-rate schools
were more at risk of exposure to poor teachers; and ( attending
a school with a high proportion of dropouts was associated with
diminished opportunities for students to he exposed to classroom
activities which are purposively conceived, well-planned, well-
organized, and well-executed.

Covington ( 1992 ) argued that the potential dangers in flying to fix

the present system are greater fbr the "failure-prone child, the und,.r-
prepared, and those disenfranchised youngsters from underclass ghet-

tos and banjos.- It is imperative that we change those school
practices which place students at risk of fhilure. As educators,
our job to create an enriching. culturally sensitive, relevant, and active
environment fbr all children. We must not just write vision statements
that parrot the phrase, -All children can learn;" we must shape our
classrooms, our schools, and our districts so that it becomes a reality.

Arguments fbr Systemic Change

The problems faced by I he ethical imlal system have t heir roots

in the social and economic changes that have occurred in this
country. Changes in one part of' a system call for corresponding
el lunges in the ot herr rts. As it is currently structured, however,
the educational system lacks the flexihility to iidzipt to societal

chiinges.

While teachers and adnnnist rotors continue to be hlained
he poor achievement of st udents. the st ructure of the workplace

has a greater influence on w hat professionals do than personal
abilities. professional training, or previous expi,rience Lotto,

19821. An early stud of thi i mplement at ion of federally sponsored
intim ;itions supports assert ions that the critical variables related
to improvement change, and efTect iveness OW organizational and
-:.stemic rat her I ban indivithod or programmatic in nature I Ber-

man

'Hu. principles ofhoof Quality Nlanagement espoused by \V.
Edwards Deming affirm that the central probh.ni in I radii loran

irganizat ions is that t bu tend to blinno \\ not gi)C," riWg on

individual people tiitnititigb. 19921. \ccording to Penong. how-
er, 85', of he problems in an organr/at ion CM) he all to

systemic causes practices. rules, expectations, working condi-

flj
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t ions, and traditions. Frymier( 1987 )concluded from a study of 183
professional educators from nine urban schools that events and
mandates required t he educators to engage in activities that would
not help their students perfnrm well in school. By both circum-
stance and by law, the educators were fbrced to deal with factors
over which they had almost no control.

The overarching goal of' systemic change in education is to
provide an organi zat ional structure that allows each school to design
a learning environment which ensures quality education fnr all of
its students. Scarr ( 1992 ) summed up the needfbr systemic change
with this statement: "As educators, we must accept that constant
change and flexibility are the norm, not the exception. Organiza-
tional structures in education must change. The youth and the
future of our country require no less."

Areas of Retin

The National Dropout Prevention Center advocates a com-
prehensive, systemic approach to educational reform. Attempts
to improve student learning will he successfill only to the extent
that changes throughout the system give schools sufficient lati-
tude to adapt new pol icies or practices to their uniqueci rcumst ances
and to develop their own solutions to problems. Educational
leaders must manage ch.inge in turbulent times by anticipating
new paradigms. Educators and policymakers must recognize the
elements within a society -dynamically interact so that whatever
happens with the family, or with the computer revolution. fbr
example, is going to have an impact on t he school- I Fullan. quoted
in O'Neil, l99:3, P. lii.

The eflective implementation of systemic change means find-
ing ways to create a collaborative mode of work to replace the
existing isolation and powerlessness under t he traditional system.
The National Dropout Prevention Center identified the following
an.as of reform to be addressed:

Voe educational system must he restructured to he more
cungrto,nt with the nned, hnst, whn, work in it und the
needs of those it set ves. Schools must have the authority
to make meaningful decisions through pmiieipatory deci-
sion makiim.,: adequate resources must be available: and
professional development should provide the knowledge.

1 6
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-skill-, and attitude, r canned lo 1-.1111 Mit IleN1 ole, and
use new stint( gies.

'Me problems faced by children in at-risk situations are
the collective responsihility of everyone. ;overnment.
businesses. community organizations and agencies, par-
ents, and the schools must ,ioin together to pmvide the
social support needed to ensure resit iunc in children.

The technical core of the school---teachMg. learning.
curriculum, and instruction---must engage childr(s) in
learning. Efrective prevention. mediation. and intervention
strategies must be adopted to meet the needs of'students
in at-risk situations.

Figure Iii lust rates t he component sof systemic change and t he

relat ionship bet ween restructuring and effective prevent ion. media-

tion, intervention, and recovery strategies.

Figure 1: Components of System Change

f Recovery

Intervention

Mediation

Prevention

Restructuring
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Chapter nvo
Restructuring the System

The National Goven wrs' Association Task Force on Educa-
tion asserted that "significant steps must be taken to restructure
education in all states- 1.1. S. Department of' Education. 1991
Restructuring requires change in the roles, relationships, distribu-
tion of authority, and al location ofresources within the educational
system. The purpose of restructuring is to create a flexible organi-
zation that enables teachers, school administrators, students,
parents, and community members to collaborate in providing
within each school the experiencc :. students need to achieve success.
Figure 2 illustrates the elements involved in restructuring.

Figure 2: Elements of Restructuring

RESTRUCTURIMx

Congruence
Sc!iool-Based Nlanag('ment

Shared 1)ecision Making
Adequate Resources

Professional Development

8
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Congruence

('ongruence is both a rationale for restructuring and a desired
outcome. Congruence is the condition of being in agreement.
harmony, or correspondence with the circumstances or require-
ments of a situation. Congruence translates into a "goodness-of-fit"
match between the characteristics, climate, and practices of the
critical settings in which the student must funct (e.g.. the
family, the community, the school ) or in which they re ye services
e.g.. social service and health agencies ) and the needs of the student.

Whether or not the educational setting is congruent with a
student's needs depends both on the characteristics of the school
and on the ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic, demographic. and risk
characteristics of the student. Schools that are congruent with the
needs of one population quite often are not congruent with the
m)eds of a different population. The exi:tence or absence or
congruent conditions within the schools will promote or hinder
the engagement and resiliency of st odents in at-risk situations
and, thereby, their educational success. Figure:3 illustrates the
relationship.

Figure 3: Congruence and,,Educational Success

Child
Congruence
'or critical
'settings 2 ,

with needs 11

of child

&gagemei

Resiliency

Educational
Success

Congruent schools (Oster a child's engagement in learning and
resiliency in lik.they are learner centered. In learner-centered
schools there is a f'ocus on the individual learner's capabilities and
needs from a perspective that is grounded in current research on
how. why, and under what conditions learners best learn (McCombs.
19911. In congruent classrooms, teachers are facilitators of learn-
ing and students are actively engaged, participate. and are
responsible for I heir own learning. For classrooms to Ix' congruent
vith the needs of' students, however, schools and the systems of'

19
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which they are a part must be congruent with the needs of teachers.
Teachers cannot be expected to encourage their students to col-
laborate, participate, and make responsible decisions when the
teachers themselves are not encouraged to do these things by the
systems in which they work. The need to create cooperative
structures at all levels of the educational system has been a key
theme in the reform literature (Barth, 1990: Joyce, Wolf, &

Calhoun, 1993: Schlechty, 1990). It is the fbcus of the following
sections on school-based management, shared decision making,
the provision of adequate resources, and the need for strong
professional development.

School-Based Management

Schools have great difficulty transfbrming themselves within
the constraints of existing governance struct ures. School-based
management formally alters school govername arrangements.
Decision-making authority is redistributed fbr the purpose of
stimulating and sustaining improvements in individual schools,
resulting in an increase in authority of staff at the school site
( Malen, Ogawa, & Kranz, 1989 ). When decisions are decentralized
to the school site, school personnel have a meansof controlling and
correcting overall school operations in order to meet the ultimate
goalstudent success in learning.

For school-based management to work effectively, there must he
changes in the roles of school board members, superintendents, and
district personnel to incorporate a different kind of power than they
traditionally have had. Responsibilities should shift from enacting
decisions and monitoring compliance to creating the conditions that
support schools in their efforts to achieve their vision and goals (David.

1994. ) Efforts to change the system, whether in the area of decision
making or curriculum and instruction, will surely lead to fhilure unless
those in power at state and local levels provide the resources necessary
fbrqualityeducation and relinquish to the schools theaut hmity to make
decisions in significant areas.

For this reason, school-based management is an important com-
ponent of any riducr itk mal restructuring refiirm. Schi)ol-based mai

merit expands the leadership wit hi n a system. It gives staff at school

sites the authority to make certain decisions about personnel. staff
development, zillocation of resources, curriculum, and instruction.
School-based managemeni. is distinguished by a focus on theindividual

20
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school as the unit or decision making; the management of substantial
vsources at the school level; the development of a collegial. participa-

tory environment throughout the district; and the redesign of district
structural elements to accommodate innovations in curriculum, in-
struction, and the use of time and resources.

There is some concern about the link between school-based num-
agementa governance refbm designed to alter the balance of power
within educational sym emsand improved school performance( Wohl-
stetter, Smyer, & Mohrman, 1994. ) Milian (1993 ) pointed out that
rest ructuring does not often touch the core of the schoolinstructional
practices and the culture of teaching. This is substantiated by a study
in a district widely acclaimed fbr its restructuring model. Teachers in
the 16 pilot schoids reported higher levels of participation in decision
making, but the researchers fbund that teacher strategies used in the
pilot schools were no different from those fbund in the 17 nonpilot
schools. Nor did the researchers find evidence of' greater teacher
collaboration (Taylor & Teddlie, 1992). Other studies have uncovered
the same results ( Easton, 1991: Hall i nger, Murphy. & Housman. 1991:
Sarason, 1990; Weiss. 1992).

Wohlstetter. Smyer, and Mohrman (1994 ) studied the schools in
fbur school districts where school-based management had been under-
way for at least four years. They fix:used on schools that were actirelv
restructuring and those that were struggling. While struggling schools
had school-based management activities in place. they had not made
concrete, observable changes in classroom instructional practices.
Actively rest ructuringschools had school-based management activities
in place and also had made concrete. observabks changes in their
instructional approaches.

The researchers fitund tfrIt. struggling schools had sporadic, ad-
m in istra0 )r-designed pmfessional development fbr staff and offered
few opportunities for whole-school development. The site councils
got bogged down in defining power relationships. Subgroups were
em 1 nvered. leaving the bulk oldie fiiculty out of the lot up. 1)rinci pals
were often involved in powerst ruggles with the At ilL Struggh ngschools
rarely developed a shared vision or redesigned the parameters wit hi n
which the fitculty operated. The niost frequently cited means of
infiwmation sharing in these schools was "t teachergrapevine." This
ivst ricted type act on ni U n in it ion rt Ittt 1 in i net miplete or i naccu rate
infitrniation which lwed suspicion.
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Actively restructuring schools. on the other hand, were character-
ized by an intense interest in professional development as an
ongoing process fbr eveiy teacher in the school as well as the principal.
In actively restructuring schools, site councils created subcommittees
which spread both the decision-making authority and allowed greater
numbers of' teachers to hold leadership positions. One of' the most
significant elements common to actively restructuring schools was the
focus on creating opportunities fbr teachers to plan, discuss, meet, and
generally talk about educational issues. School schedules were rede-
signed to encourage teacher interaction. Infbrmation sharing in
actively restructuring schools often included school-wide development
of a vision statement, retreats to define mission and goals, and sharing
council meeting agendas, meeting minutes, school budget, student
achievement results, and cuniculum infbrmation.

The principals in t he actively rest ruct uringschools in the Wohlstet-
ter et al. 1994) study were able to no nivate staff and create a team
feeling on the school campus. They regularly engaged the fliculty in

timely and infi wmal conversations in the halls. The principals sought

out grant opportunities and encouraged faculty to vrite proposals fin-
ndi ng innovations which supported school goals. The principals also

served as liaison to the outside world with regard to educational
research and practice. In several oft he actively restructuring schools,
the researchers fbund principals moving away from the role of instruc-
tional leader to one of' manager. The principals saw their role as

sh ielding teachers from concerns in which the teachers had little vested
interest or expertise so that as instructional experts. they could

concentrate on teaching.

Participatory Decision Making

The purpose of' restructuring governance processes within ii sys-
tem is to ensure that each school has the resources and the flexibility to
design the type of' learning experiences necessary fin. its population of

students to succee(l academically. 1 Awler's I 1986) research in the
privite sect )1. c( iii f in t ied t he im )1-Unice of employee Ix Ryer in im p n iv-

ing >rganizat iono I performIlIce. I AI wkr101.111d that "high in vc)lvenu iii

miumgetnent- resulted in high perti 0.11101 1ce in( nis. Areas of
high employce in\ olvement included budget, personnel. work process-

es, knowledge. perf'ormance infbrmation, and rewarck.

lncludingdifierent perspectives in discussion and decision making
ensures that the problems identified w ill reflect the true needs of die

22
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st udents and t hat the sol u tions identif ied to address those pl'ObleOs\vill
be supported by those who must implement them. Implementation is
where the expert i se of t he entire learning cot n m u ni tyof school staff,
st udents, parents, and the communitybecomes critical to the success
of the effort. When participatoty decision making is an integral part of'
organizational decision making, the learning community defines its
vision for the school, explores the neecis of the students and the school,
researches possible approaches to restructuring the instructional and
curricular core of t he school. proposes possible st rategies for implemen-
tat ion, and allocates resources to accomplish its goals.

Adequate Resources

Those who believe educational restructuring, refOrm, or improve-
ment can be achieved without significant changes in the culture (lithe
school and the prmision of substantial resources are in for a big
disappointment. For systemic change to he successfUl, long-term.
system-w ide commitment to the concept should he built and main-
tained. Such change requiws clearly defined pots and outcomes.
coin limit., and stahilit,. pr(itet-tion from external constraints, and
the necessar resources for 1ccessful implementation. Insuffi-
cient material resources are a majorcei 1s1 rai on he effect iveness

Even withal] I heot hereleinent Place.
rest ruct tiring efforts eventually will fail ifschools do not have (and
C0111101 get the resources they need to do their work. Weiss and
Cambone ( 19941 pointed out that sustained teacher planning and
decision making over long periods of time will require a system of'
supports well beyond those cdm.nt ly provided hy most schoitl systems.

Professional Development

Professional development must be provided so t hat members
of the school community can develop the knowledge and skills
required to part ici pate in school-based management ond to become
proficient in new instructional strategies. In addit ion, teachevs
must he prepared ork in creative wa s \Vitll students whodo
respond to traditional «istructional methods.

A survey of the memhership oldie Nii ional Dropout Preven-
tion Net work, conducted t he fail Of 1993 by I lie Nat Iona] fropout
Prevent ion Center at Clemson I niversity, revealed t hat teachers
are rarely prepared to work wit h students who are not part of the
mainstream Duttweiler, l99.1 I. 'lite respondents const it toed an

2 3
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experienced gioup ofpract it Ione] s (71 ,j`; had 15 or niore em -, in
educat mu. 760 Nk CI e school or district staff) rept esentinge \ .N region

of the country. The results of the survey included the following:

Nearly 70`? of the respondents indicated that, in general, staff
development activities failed to prepare teachers to work with
students in at-risk situatiins.

While 789'; of the respondents indicated their belief' that
active learning instructional strategies were effective in help-
ing students in at-risk situations learn successfully, almost

indicated that active learning strategies were rarely used

ith lower achieving students.

Cc.nponents of ElPetive Professional Development

A considerable body of' research exists on successful profes-
sional development programs. and a number of components have
been identified as critical to fostering change in participants'
knowledge. skills, and attitudes ( nuttweiler, 1989). The compo-
nents--context, content, choice. continuity, coaching, control, and
commitmentsynthesized from a review of the literature, are
summarized below:

ContextContext consists of the setting and conditions of'com-

munication, support, and cooperation within which professional
development takes place. The participants ill professional devel-
opment programs are adults. Therefore, it is tidvisable to take into
consideration the characteristics of' adults when designing such pro-

grams. Change is almost always accompanied by uncertainty.
Changing behavior requires commitment and emotional energy.
Most adults are resistant to experiences in which they may not do
well or in which their sell-esteem might be damaged. It is

important, therefbre, fbr professional development to be conducted
in a support ive climilte of trust peer support , collegiality. mid open
communication ( Brookfield. 198(i: Caldwell, 1986: Wood, Thomp-

son. & Russell, 1981).

Content. Professional development programs should contain
conn.tit that addresses 1 hive major areas: t Ilattitudes, (21skills, and

(3 ) substantive knowledge. Programs should be demanding. with
high hut reasonable standards ofperfbrmance set for participants.
Professional development directed toward changingthe tradition-

2 4
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al norms of isolation and autonomx in teaching to those better
suited to shared decision making must systematically ieplace
those am ins with new shared attitudes, habits, and values. Good
programs will also include opportunities for participants to reflect
on their actions (Pit ner, 1987). Effective professional develop-
ment provides an opportunity for adults to share their expertise
and experience. Experiential techniques, such as discussion or prob-
lei solving, are eflective devices for adult learning Brookfield, 198(i).

ChoiceInvolyement, expressed needs, and opportunity for
choice ensure that participants are committed to change because of'
intrinsic motivation. The challenge fbr planners is to design
experiences that take intrinsic motivators into consideration
(Caldwell, 1986). Motivation fbr growth and learning comes from
within; participant involvement from the beginning is, therelbre,
important 11.evine, 1985). Professional development works hest
when participants take part in planning objectives and activities
( Elam, Cramer, & Brod insky. 1986 Research has shown that t he
most successful professional develiipment activities have been
t hose in which participants had maxinmm opportunities fiir involve-
Illent and ( Levine, 1985).

ContinuitySignificant improvenient in educational practice
tikes consideralile time and is the result of systenuitic, long-range
professional development t('aldwell, 19861. It is important to build un
the experiences of part icipants and to fbster cumulative learning
(Pit ner. 1987 ). Long-term comnntment to a particular direct ion or
program enables the learner to proceed m an orderly way from
orieiitat ion to in-(lepth exposure to integrated practice ) Dillon-Peter-
son, 1981. ) This is best accomplished h estahl ishing expectat ions
within each school stalifir continuing professional growth in the
school setting. Processes should he instituted in the school Fur
active discussion of' professional practice zind fiir peer observation
and coaching.

CoachingProfessional development should provideoppor-
tunities for learning job-related knowledge and skills through
the (lemonstration of' I he skill or its modeling in set tings that
simulate the workplacv;121 practicing the skill: and1:3)wceiving
product ive perlbrinance-hased feedback ( Elam, Cramer. & Brod-
ins's\ . 1986; .1(ice & Showers, 1983; Pit ner, 1987 I. In addit icot

professional development !migrants should provide mechanism,
f'or follow-up issistance to participants after their retinli to the
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in kplace (Wood, Thomp-,on, & Russell, 1981) Where% er poi-

ble. new administraHrs and teachers should not be left to solve

their problems in isolation from their colleagues (Darell. 1987).

Joyce and Showers 1983 'consider it essential for trainers to assist

participants in developing self-help teams that will provide coach-

ing. Ideally, "coaching teams- are developed during the initial

phase of the program. It is impw-tant to train participants in the

techniques needed to coach others Pitner, 1987 1.

Control. Joyce and Showers I 1983 have pointed out that t he

efftctive Use of new knowledge or a skill depends on exeett/;"e

controlthat is, on knowing how to adapt, apply, and blend the

knowledge or skill with other approaches to develop a smooth and

powerful whole. The achievement of executive control may require

extensive amounts of new learning that can only be accomplished

through pract ice and vertical t ransfer of learning. Vert ical trans-

fer requires additional learning to adapt the knowledge or skill to

on-the-job situations and has to occur in the work setting (Joyce &

Showers, 1983. ) In fact, professional development programs

should be designed \%ith a clear recognition that a considerable

amount of additional learning is necessary to achieve full transfer

to the workplace.

Commitment. Administrative commitment and support is

critical for successful professional development. The level of

support from district administrators must he genuine and visible

Elam, Cramer, & Hrodinsky. 1986. ) Lack of' resources makes it

difficult to successfully implement new programs mid to improve

teacher and administrator perfiirmance. The schools must haves

sufficient and appropriate resources t e.g.. t i me. trning, technical

assistance. and supplemental funds) to carry out ehective profes-

sional development.

Restructuring in Practice

The f dlowingexamples Mclude one state and t wo dist ricts t hat

have successftdly changed their traditional governance struc-

tures.

Restructuring Education in the State of Kentucky

Anti, of. Kent ucky is implementing suit." ide systemic

education reform. In April of 1990. the Kentuck Educatimi Reform
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Act KE RA took effect. Spurred by inequities iii school ftmding, the
Kentucky Supreme Court abohshed the state's pubhc school system.
The Kentucky General Assembly replaced it vith one radically differ-
ent in fbrm and philosophy. The goal of the resulting change was
nothing less than t he complete transfiwmat ion olKentucky schoolsby 1996. This transfbrmation included the Kentucky Departmentof' Education which was reorganized into a professional servicecenter to support education refbrm in local schools and districts. A
Professional Standards Board was established to develop newstandards fbr teacher traioing and certification.

Tile following initiativesare part of'the state's campaign to help all
children succeed in school:

School-Based Decision Making empimers a council of
three teachers. two parents, and the principal in eac" school to
adopt policies based on what is best fin: the school's students.
Councils make decisions about instructional materials, school
staff, curriculum, extracurricular activities, and other issues.

Curriculum and Assessment focus on linking knowl-
edge and skills across the curriculum with students learn-
ing to use knowledge in real-world applications and assessing
what students are able to do with what they have learned.

Technology is being used to link 150,000 student worksta-
tions. 35,000 teacher workstations. 1,400 school management
systems, district administrative systems, higher educa-
tion campuses, educational television, the state library sys-
tem, and state agencies in a communications. instructional,
and administrative network.

Regional Service Centers/Professional Development
make expertise and technical assistance more accessible to
districts and schools.

Extended School Services provide additional instnW-
tion and support before or after school. on Sat urda s, or
during t he summer fin: students who are at risk off ailing
behind in school.

Pre/Primary schools use a developmentally appropi late
curriculum and related services to pivpare st udents in at-
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risk situations for learning. Preschool is available for all
four-year-olds from low-income families and for three- and
four-year-olds with disabilities. Primary schools place
five- through eight-year-olds in multiage, multiability
classrooms so they can learn and progress at their indivi-
dual paces. Children are assessed on a continuous basis
and advanced to fourth grade when they are ready.

Family Resource and Youth Service Centers provide
health, social, justice, and education services fbr students and
fiimilies. Centers are located in or near schools in which
at least 20(4 of the students qualify for free school meals.

Lake Washington School District

In 1991, the Lake Washington School District in Kirkland. Wash-
ington, reorganized its central office staff, building administrators, and
support personnel i nto three regional teams and a support team {Scam

1992. ) The regional teamseach includes one high school and the
schools that feed into itfocus on suppi rting the orrations and
restructuring efforts of their area schools. The support team provides
services to the schools such as business, facilities, and personnel.

The teams engage people at all levels of the organization and
include teachers, other staff, students, parents, and business people. In

addition to the area teams, individual buildings operate as work teams.
Building principals and their staffs develop processes and decision-

making models to harness the creativity and participation of teachers

and stall: Each area team is self-regulating and hasdeveloped its own

organizational structure and processes including budget allocation,
communications, and decision making. Each team is responsible for

NN, orki ng with staffand the community to make changes in the schools'

organizational structures so that all students will obtain the skills,
kiviwledge, and attitudes they need to be successful.

I Ake kVashingdon Superintendent L. E. SemT wrote that the
re)isiin fin. making the riidical departure frion the tradition-

al struct ure wits that work teams t ransfbrmed a namw, compartment-
alized system into one with broad perspectives. Ile pointed out that
bure; aicracies break work down into a series ofdismte tasks, whereas
educating st udents is a set oil ntegrated steps and responsibilities. The
system as a wholekindergarten through t % el fi h gTade and the ent ire

curriculum rather than fragmented segments has become the fbcus
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of change efforts. Each team is responsible fbrevery student until the
student demonstrates the required skills, knowledge, and abilities.

Boulder Valley Public Schools

The 1990-91 school year began a time of' transition for the
Boulder Val ley Public Schools. Shifts in organizational philosophy
led to measures which strengthened the schools and focused
resources on teaching and learning. Schools were expected to
operate with appropriate self-direction and creativity in providing
"an outstanding educational environment.' to better meet the
needs of students. The district organization was refocused to
provide technical assistance and support fbr each school's efforts to
create a successfUl learning environment that promotes student
learning and ongoing teacher development. The role of' cer" ral
administration was changed from being prescriptive to being
responsive to requests fbr assistance from schools and their staffs.

In restructuring their environments, sclool staff members
asked themselves whether' the daily environment that they were
ofThring kids was actually producing learners. In order fbr schools
to make the changes their staffs deemed appropriate, they were
given significant responsibility fbr curriculum, staff development,
and assessment decisions. Principals fbund, however, that this
freedom was accompanied by new responsibilities, as well as some
loss of decision-making power. Decision makink in the schools was
expanded to include teachers, students, parents, and community
members. Some principals, as well as others who became part of'
decision-making teams. needed training to learn to work effective-
ly in a collaborative way.

While the central administration has responsibility fin' assur-
ing that consistent ly high goals are set and met throughout the
dist rid., schools are now making their own decisions about what
and how to ter ich, how to prepare teachers to teach, and how to
assess what students have learned. The creation of' school-
cont rolled budgets makes it possible fbr schools to implement t hese
dpcisions. In fact, the transfer of decision-making poweralong
with the mom to carry out the decisionsfrom central admini-
stration to schools was the first major step in Boulder Valley's
rest met tiring process. The switch from cent ral decision making to
school-based decision making has given schools a measure of'
contml over the teaching and learning offered in their buildings

2 9
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Caveat

Multitudes of resources have been wasted on failed reforms
that were mandated From state or district offices or implemented
through federal or fbundation funding. EfThrts that should have been
successful given the amount of thought, time, money, and energy
invested in them have nevertheless fhiled fbr want of' sufficient
input from the community and from those at the level of implemen-
tation. Most school boards want results as soon as possible; most
school administrators are not prepared to spend three to five years
on the processes necessary fiw effective restructuring, yet this is
what it takes. Those :.,ystems that have experienced success can
attest to this.
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Chapter Three
Prevention Strategies

Precention includes those actions taken which anticipate,
forestall, or deal wit h cognitive, social, or personal problems betbre
they irreparably impair a student's ability to perform successfully
in school. Figure 4 identifies a number of prevention strategies
that are proving to be effective with students in at-risk situations.
rrhe strategies are Pflective because they provide an enriched
environment fiw these st udentsthe typeolenvi ronment that children

rime affluent ramilk.s 1,11, exposed to in their everyd;iy lives at

Figure 4: Strategies for Prevention

PREVENTION

Qualit Early childhuud Eductui,m
Early Prevention of School Failure
Reading Recovery

Develuping SocalY ReS1"1:.:114 liehavico.
Nongraded Primary Schools
I ',"(renting Programs and Parent Ith-ol einem
Linking Social Services and the Schools

( Recovery

Intervention

Mediation

Prevention

Restructuring
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home. Prevention strategies are designed to "level the playing
field"to help students in at-risk situations develop resiliency, to
enter school ready to learn, to provide the skills necessary for
school success, to assist parents in becoming involved in their
children's education, to ensure physical and mental health, and to
remove barriers to success within the early grades.

Resiliency

Resiliency is the ability to withstand, adjust to, or recover from
risk, stress, or adverse environmental circumstances. Resiliency
results f'rom social supports which fiwilitate the development of
psychological strengths and behavior-coping mechanisms that
assist an individual in modifying his or her responses to critical
risk situations. The degree asocial support available to children
can affect their learning. The strongest prevention measures are
those which help children develop resiliency ( Benard. 1991.)

Social support is provided through the fhmily, peers. the
community, and the school. When these settings work together to
nurture, protect. and set reasonable expectations fin. a child, the
child develops resiliency to adversities. When social support is low
in one setting, other settings need to compensate f)r that lack or
provide assistance in rebuilding the support in the weakened area
(Coleman, 199

Caring relationships increase resiliency in children. Resil-
iency is fOstered in children by family relationships that are
marked by warmth (md cohesion. In fhmilies where there is
continuous marital discord and the parents are unresponsive or
abusive. the presence of some other caring adult provides social
support. Resiliency can be fOstered by the presence of a concerned
teacher or mentor or the presence of' an institutional structure.
such as a caring agency or a church (Garmezy, 1991 .

Effective schools fiister resiliency by providing opportunities
For students to develoP raring relationships with hot h adults and
other students. Effective, coring schools ofler quality early child-
hood pmgrams which identify (Ind address problems lwfore t hey
become serious; they teach positive social behavior, assist parent s
in learning how to help their children, and they strengt hen the
social support network by linking with social service agenci s to
meet the needs of' children from at-risk situations.
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Quality Early Childhood Education

One of the most significant findings to emerge from research on
dropouts is that early identification is vital to eflective prevention.
Although we tend to think of students dropping out during their last

years of high school, mmiy are lost long befiwe that. Social and task-
related behavioral problems that develop into school adjustment
problems can he identified at the beginning of the elementary grades
( Spivack, Marcus, & Swift_ 1986. 1 The dropout problem is not one that

can Ix, addressed exclusively at the m iddle or high school levels:by then

it is too late fin some students.

The earlier a pniblem is identified and ;iddresse(I. the greater will

Ix, the impact on students in at-risk situations. The most effective way

to reduce the number of children who) will ultimately drop out is to
provide the best possible classroom instruction from the beginning of
their school experience. 1 ..oarning deficits easiest to remediate are
t hose that never occur in the first place- Slavin & Madden. 1989, p. 61.

Studies of birth-to-three interventions demonstrate that IQ can be
modified by changing a child's environment. lioth child-centered and
family-centered strategies often can make a lasting difference in IQ

scows. These prevention strategies place infants and toddlers in
stimulating. developmentally appropriate environments fin part of
each (lily. Family memliers are tniined and given materials to help

them stimuhue their children's cognitive development, handle disci-
pline and health problems, and develop vocational and home manage-
ment skills (Shivin. k;wweit. & Wasik. 1992:1131.

Special education refernds and relent ion in grade are decreased by

such early prevention strategies. It appears to take intensive efliwts
over a period of several years to pniduce last ing effects, kit 1 he fact that

even the least intensive models produced strong immediate ell'ects
suggests that a ciimbinatiini of' appnoiclies within a comprehensive
pre\ entive program will have great promise in increasing children's
cognit i fi inct lolling. Strategies that includebirt h-to-three. preschool.
and kindergiirten pnignims ciin ensure that children enter lirst gnide

wit h good language development, cognit ive skills, and self-concepts
regardless of their family background ni personal characteristics
(Slavin, Kameit, & Wasik, 199.29:1).

haS revealed that effective early schigiling l'Nperienni.s
include preventive brZlith MI1661111 compnnents and involve

parents as their children's first teachers. Chiklren with prekindergar-
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ten experience through programs such as I lead Start had parents who
were more involved in the children's sch(xil activities. Because of this
influence on parentztl involvement, prekindergarten experience ap-
pears to have an indirect , positive efkx..t on first grade academic achieve-
ment and on children's social adjustment (Taylor, 19911. In studies
with matched control groups, more students who had early schooling
experiences were employed at age 19. fewer were on and
fewer were involved with the criminal justice system (The Confer-
ence Board. 1992).

In 1988 the Arizona Legislature i nit iated the Arizona At-Risk Pilot
Project. This was a longitudinal evaluation study of 55 district- and
school-based programs for stu(lents at risk ofacademic fiti lu re ( Vande-
gyi 1992). The study's fitcus was to identifY xvhat wcwks fiw targeted
at-risk students. The port ionofthe study invest igatingthe 42 programs
implemented at the K-3 level fbund that reduced student/staff ratios,
full-day ki ndergartens, and tutorial pnigrz tilis,e.insistently appeared to
he effi.ctive. Thc study found a steady decrease in the number of'
children retained in the pilot sites, an it icrease in attendance, and gains
in language imd reading scores.

mgitudinal research from the Perry Preschool Study has
fiIloveda group of adults who part icipated as disadvanutged children
in the Perry Project in the 1960s ("Updated Study Finds.- 1993).
The study fbund that '12'; of the males who participated in the
program nmde $2,000 or more per month at age 27 compared to
only 6' of those in the control group who did not participate in the
program. Eighty-four percent of the females who had participated
in the preschmil program had completed high school or higher
compared to only :35', of the nonpart lei pants.

National Diffusion Network Programs

Begun in 1974, the National Diffusion Network is supported
by t he U. S. Depart ment of Education to promote the t ransfer of'
successfU I programs from the development sites t o schools through-
out the country. Programs listed by the National Diffusion
Network have been appnived as "exemplary programs- after
demonstrating their ellectiveness at the original development site
and pmving the program can meet the educational needs of others
in similar circumstances (National Diffusion Network, 1994 The
following programs, Early Prevent ion of School Failure, and Read-
ing Recovery, ;ire NDN approved j)rogrants
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Early Prevention ofSchool Failure (EPSF). Early Preren troll

ofSchool Failure has demonstrated that effective screening. conferenc-

ing, and teaching strategies can prevent academic failure. Through a
series of assessment processes, EPSF identifies every child's develop-

mental level in language, auditory, visual, and motor skills and
learni ng styles. Students who are identified as havi ng adevelopmental
delay in one or more areas are provided direct instruction for approxi-

mately 15 txt 20 minutes each school day. Fifty-twodevelopmentally
sequenced learning objectives form the basis for aligning teaching
strategies and resources with the way children learn.

The project provides trai ning and professional assistance to teach-

ers to develop their competence in matching curriculum to levels of'
development. Training for school teams in implementing the project's
components includes: (a ) screening. ib ) conferencing, c) educational
fellow-up, (d) parental involvement, and te) evaluation. A computer

program simplifies the conferencing process to provide teachers and
parents with an individual student profile. In addition, the computer
program gnnips children according to needs so teachers can plan
appropriate instruction.

Studies on the eflectiveness of EPSF indicate that the project has

reached or surpassed expectations in all areas. High-riskstudents have
recorded gains of 1.39 nionths to 3.12 months growth threach month in
the program. An important finding is that gains made during Kinder-

garten persisted into subsequent years.

Reading Recovery. Reading Re( YR elY is a one-to-one interven-

tion strategy designed to enable the lowest achievers to make acceler-

ated and continuous progress, to reduce reading thilure, and to develop
independent readers. The goal is to bring the least able readers in first

grade to the average of' t heir class. It is a specially designed set of
interventions designed by Marie Clay. a New Zealand child psycholo-

gist who conducted the initial research and put together the procedures

(Nitwit, 1990. )

The progra m i ncl udes proced u res fer teach i ng chi ldren usi ng

me( nnmended materials, i stafrdevelopin('nt progiam ct inducted by a
specially trained teacher leader, and a set of administrative systen is

t hat work together to assure continued quality I Pinnell, 1990). The
nacher leader preiNires through a yearlong course. I le ii she, in t

conducts staft development ler the teachers in the sehtN
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A Reading Recovery teacher develops lessons tailored to each
child's needs and spends 30 minutes a day with each student. This
session complements the regular reading program in the classroom.
Techniques include diagnosing the child's specific weaknesses, the
reading of many short hooks to build confidence. daily writing, the re-
reach ng of favorite "little- books, and learning to hear sounds in words
by %vriting simple stories. Reading Recovery fbcuses on providing
opportunities fbr children to understand the link between reading and
writing and to discover meaning.

Studies have shown that first grade children improved their
reading and writing ability after an average of 16.4 weeks. Eighty-
six percent of' the children reached average levels of' achievement
for their class in reading. Follow-up studies indicate that children
released from the program continued to make progress and to read

ith the average of their class through second, third, and fourt h
grades without additional help.

Studies from New Zealand and those done 1,y The Ohio State
University Pi nnel I, 1990 ) provide convinci ng evidence that Read-
ing Recovery has both immediate and hmg-term effects. The
immediate ellects are substantial and consist,9n across hundreds
of' studios conducted with different curricular approaches, with
teachers of' varying backgrounds and training. and with children
from different socioeconomic and ethnic groups. Although one-i l-
one instruction is expensive, districts would he well advised to
invest in this effective program.

Developing Socially Responsible Behavior

)ne consistent finding ofthe effective schools research was that a
safe ;Ind orderly school climate is one oft he requirements fOr successful
learning to take place. Students are expected to behave in socially
responsible ways while they are in school, and chaos reigns in schools
where students do not lx)h;ive. Although every school has certain
expectati(ms fi)r behz tvior. twist sclux)ls fitil to systematically teach
social and behavioral skills to students who come to school from
environments where surf t things are not taught. Yet. students need to
learn ;111(1 practice these liehavit ors .just its Hwy learn and unto ice
academic knowledge and skills. Businesses are ha ing to train new
emplilyees such s()cial ski I Is tis ponctttality ;Ind pt,rsonal ;Ippc,aranct,
because many students do not learn these ii) either their hotnes or
sclumlstfluelskamp, 19931.
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There is a significant relationship between behavior in early
grades and later success in school. Predictions of academic achieve-
ment have been as reliable when usingsocioemotional variables as
when using intellectual ability ( Horn & Packard, 1985). In a
longitudinal study of' inner-city school children, .Spivack and
Cianci 1987 ) round that behavior ratings in kindergarten through
third grade such as "classroom disturbance," "disrespect-defi-
ance," and "irrelevant responsiveness'' were related to misconduct
in the classmom at ages 14 and 15, school disciplinary measures, and
police cm itacts by age 17. Parker and Asher ( 1987 ) concluded that
antisocial and aggressive behavior in the early grades is a strong
predictor oldropping out in high school, perhaps because students
who do not behave responsibly receive less one-on-one instruction
from teachers tind are often rejected b,' peers (Wentzel, 1991 ).

Although most children learn classroom rules and norms quite
easily, many children from at-risk situations have difficulty under-
standing what the rules are and how to behave apiwopriately. Each
child enters school with a set ol social behaviors, culturally derived

expectations, and a system of communication skills. With some
children, these behavioral characteristics provide a "good fit" with
the demands of the classroom, with others they do not (Taylor, 1991).

)ften. children have problems meeting t he behaviorexpectations
of' the school because they have learned to behave and respond to
authority (li flerent ly in their homes ( Went zel, 1991).

Wynn 11992) has pointed out that the undisciplined student is

lacking one of t he key skills needed for setting, fecusing on. and

achievinggoals. Establishing a disciplined environment and teaching
children selr-discipline requires expanding our understanding of' the

cl tit ures from which these children come. The goal of discipline is not

to ccint nil children or "mtike thcm behave," but to encountge them to
think and establish a prolxw fbundation of'courtesy, pride. dignity, and
codeof'conduct. NVynn cautioned, however, that teachers mu:4 not view

cult ural diflerences as "disadvantages." DiscussingAfrican-American
males in particular, Wynn pointed out that teachers and parents need
to undershaul the concept or"Sittuit ional Appropriateness."

This concept underscores the ideit that tlIV *%ipimyriateness- of

behaviorrelatedtosurvival within the largersoc iet.N. should notdisplace

the "appmpriateness" African-American cultutv as it relates to
survival w, iglu., the Airiran-Aimriran community. while mrtian ways

oltalking, dressing, atul behaving are appmpriate fiw success in school
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and business, the culture of many black children's neighlxwhoods and
their bonding in the African-American community require di&rent
behaviors. Both farms of behavior are -appmpriate" in difkwent
situations.

There is a ceii.ain amount of tacit knowledge that is neither taught
nor made explicit by teachers but is necessary for students to do \yell in
the school environment. This is knowledge that most children learn at
home, but that many poor children or children from difkwent cultural
backgrounds may not have learned befbre entering school. Along with
such things as talking quietly, sharing, taking turns, and not fighting,
teachers expect students to know how to allocate their time doing
homework. how to prepare papers, how to study for tests, and how to
talk (or not talk ) to a teacher (Sternberg, Okagaki, & -Jackson, 1990).
Students whose behavior is at odds with classroom social norms ofien
develop patterns of school failure (Taylor, 1991 I. Students who cannot
meet the imphcit expectations of teachers oflen suffer year afleryear of
poor school perfarmance without knowing exactly what is wrong. For
this reason, the development of socially responsible behaviors should be

inuch a part oft he elementary curriculum as academic competence.

Charney and Clayton 1994. I thunders of the Northeast Founda-
tion fiw Children and publishers of' Me Respmsire Classmom, a
newsletter far teachers, argue that the first six weeks of' school are
critical to the success of students fiw the entire year. They believe that
the facus of instruction fbr the first six weeks of school should beon the
social and ethical behavior of children, classroom management, and
building group cohesiveness and caring. Their -responsive classroom"
uses respectful and proactive ways to teach children expectations far
behavior and how to care far t hemselves, others, and their materials. In
this type of' classroom. children develop the sk ills necessary to he
independent and motivated learners. The goals and expectations of
responsive classroom far the first six weeks or school are listed below:

1. Build a solid fbundation of' trust and warmth between the
tvz idler and di i k lien at ul in iong the children

2. Give children rnilnY (i1)1N irtunines to model, ii f& p1 iv. ;Ind
pi% ictice expected behaviors in order to be successtid.

'Witte tin enViCOIlltlent It t5 Safi' to take risks, make
mistakes, ;mid work to fix mistakes.
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Nurture and extend each child's sense ollielonging to zi group.

of being an important contributor to the group.

Nurture each child's ability to exercise independence mid
wsponsibility in work, cure thr materials. and care for others.

Exciteandinotivatechildwn tothepotent iiii:-..oflearningin the

c1 issr0( int en virmunent.

A wsponskv dassmoin involves Children ill the S()CiId piovesses

the classtuom ill Stich a way that they feel an ownership and sense of'

responsibihty for the management and ethical Iwhavior that is estab-

lished. When classroom mzulitgenwnt is taught, childn'n given the

opportunity to take an active mle iii finding solut ions to behavior
pniblems (Charmy & Clayton. 19t 0.

Nimgraded Primmy Schools

In retvnt years. pnoctitioners have been searching for alternatives

to the choices of retention in grade or social pminotion. The negative
efleos of retention have htvn documented hy Shepard and Smith

1989 1. and arguments (*orb( )111 students' rights toqualityeducation and

the syst em's need foraccountability reiect the tact icolsocial promotion.
number oldistricts are resurrecting a practice tried in the 195114

continuous progress. nongnided prinlltry sc1101015. Norignukll levels

and mntinuous pnig-ross schools are b.ised on the philosoph that
childivndevelopat (fillet-ingrates. Such schoolsofIerflexiblegroupings
that encompass a two- to lour-year nulge in age . allow mg movement

between levcIsaspupilsalvivadytoadvance. An nupoi tant component

or today's implementation of' the oincept, however, is the use or

developmelthdly appmpriate strategies which allow young chiklren

devekip skills at t heir own pace ( 'tut & hoviii. 19920.

One of the rationales fi» nongraded primary schools is that
r...4 "dents low ;wowed spo,nd mueh I ime 0: they need. wit hout

he stigma or failure und retention, to reach I hp level ol'aehteve_

merit required to advance. Intewstingly, in one of the tkv studies

undertaken on this topic, McLoughlin I 1970i wmpared snokqns in

gmded and noto.aded primary 'migrants in eight New York State

school districts and found that students in the nongraded schools
Imign,s,ed at the same o somewhat faster rate than did tho.,:e in the

graded schools. One hypothesis presented to explain (his is that in a

flexiblemongraded progialn. st udent, 113 might other\% se kohl behil ol
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are identified and given the assistance they need to catch up to their
peers. The nongraded program offers a way to use time and resources
more flexibly to provide the extra help students might need (Gutierrez
& Slavin. 992).

Parenting Programs and Parent involvement

Research amsistently finds that parent involvement has a direct.
positive eflect on children's achievement. Today's fervent call fbr
parents to become more involved in their children's education both at
home and at school is not new. Fiir decades, federal programs such as
Head Start, Follow 'Through, Chapter OneTitle One, and Special
Education have mandated that parents be closely involved I Williams
& Saavedra, 1993). In addition, hundreds of schools and thousands of'
teachers are successfUlly involving the f itmilies of students who are not
in federally' funded programs.

'Many schools liiti teachers, however, have not made significant
progress in reaching out to families. While sonic parents are infOrmed
about some things sonte of the time by some teachers in some schools,
most thmilies still feel "lucky- to be informed about or asked to
participate in activities with their children (Epstein. 1991i. Men
schools and conmmnities do not rally aiiderstand the pmhlems parents
encounter and the importance ofreachi ng out to them in order to build
the kind of relat ionships that engage parents as true, active partners
early in their children's education (Williams & Saavedra, 19931.

Schools awl school systems which are successfully involving liar-
entsliegan by responding to the qualities. chamcteristics. and needs of
the parents in order to Over:mile the barriers which interfere with
communication. These barriers include parents: level of literacy:
langw tge preferred for reading, listening, speaking, and writing:daily
commit mentsand responsihi lit iesthatmay affect the time. energy, and
attention available to devote to school: and parents' le\ el orcomliwt in
hemming involved in their children's education.

An Imrent may be hard to reach on occasion, therefiwe it IS liii
nossjhfe to design a single method( i'mumunical ion that will reach all
parents every time. I lowever. the f011owing lips, from Push I ,iteracy
Action Now of kVashington, . may help educators (lewlop better

ritten infiwmat ion liw parents ( D'Angelo & Adler, 1991
Keep sentences short.

vp 1);mtgn iplis short.
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Use easy words.
Get to the point.
Write things in logical order.
Be definite.
Be direct. Speak to each reader.
Use the active voice. Put the subject at the beginning of the

sentence.
Use pictures and subheads.
For easy reading. use at least 12-point type.
Know your audience.
Write as you would talk, and write to expressnot impress.
Write and rewrite.

As important as communication is, it is imptwtant fbr parent
involvement programs to move from activities that merely fbcus on
infbrming parents about school programs to activities that offer parents
opportunities finr lwoader levels of involvement. Head Start has been
especially successful in enlisting families as partners in the education
of preschoolers. Even Starta two-generational program that links
the education of' u..derachieving parents with the education of' their

children uiges 1 through 7ihas been impkimented to increase the
literacy skills of parents so that their children can succeed in school.
Through Even Start, parents are helped to improve the preschool
t'tivitiesoftheirchildrenandtounderstandtheii'rolein t heirchildren's

education t Epstein, 1991. )

The Minnesota Department of Education's Early Childhood Fam-
ily Education Program (EC1FE ) offers parents various involvement
opportunities through centers based in housing pi.ojects, low-income

apartments, store fronts, and elementary schools. Each center has a
parent advisory board which is involved in deciding plugram content as
iNell as fund-raising strategies. Regular parent gToupmeetings include
parent-guided discussions about topics that range from educational

concerns to n utrition, child and spouse abuse, chemical addictions, chi ld
development, and discipline. ECFE also employ, parents as classroom

and community aides t Nilliams & Saavedra, 1993).

RAIN M; ikers it the Fienberg-Fisher Elementaiy School in Miami

Beach, Florida, began as an initiative to integrate services with schools

and to trail parents in shaping and directing the provision of' such
services. Small groups of parents met to discuss the services they most

needed. As a result of the interaction among these groups, which are

in a prinmrily Hispanic and heavily immigrant community, the parents
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and staff established the Referral And Infbrmation Network (RAIN)
program. Through RAIN Makers, parents now participate in sessions
on i nterviewi ng techniques. accessi ngcomm uni ty resources, and devel-
oping outreach strategies (Williams & Saavedra, 1993).

To ready for school, children must live in an environment where
language and behavior standards promote learning. Many children,
however, come from situations where parents do not read to them and
sometimes do not even talk to them. HIPPY (Home Instruction
Program fbr Preschool Youngsters) is a two-year program designed to
enrich the lives of firm- and five-year-old disadvantaged. preschool
children. It is a honk based program, developed on the premise that
parents are the key to their children's successful learning. Role-playing
is used to help parents with limited reading skills learn to teach their
children. 13y bringing 18 story books into the home. HIPPY makes
reading one of' many activities parents and children do together
( Duckenfield, 19113).

Parents are trained by a paraprofessional from the same commu-
nity who also has a four-year-old in HIPPY. The paraprofessional visits
the home every other week. Parents are required to work with their
children for 15 minutes a day. five daysa week, 30 weeks in a year
tar the tw o-year period. The second year coincides with the child's
kindergarten year. Materials for the program are carefully de-
signed to develop language, discrimination skills, and problem solv-
ing. Twice each month the parents gather far group meetings. They
work with the paraprofessionals to learn the next week's lesson. All
HIPPY programs in the United States are affiliated with and receive
training and technical assistance through HIPPY USA.

1-1IPPY was developed in Israel and is presently being imple-
mented in more than seventeen states in the United States and in
five other countries. 'rhe evidence suggests that the program is
highly successful. Results from Israel indicate that HIPPY bene-
fits disadvantaged children by improving academic achievement
and adjustment to school, reducing the incidence of retention in
grade, and increasing the rate of school completion. In one
Arkansas district, tests it(lministered befiwe the program began in
the fall of' 1986 showed only 6'i of the children who entered the
111 PPY pn)grani t ested average, and none t est ed above average. In
the spring of' 1988, 74'; of' the children in the second year of*the
program tested average or above ( Duckenfield, 1993).
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Avance, a prop am begun in 1973 in San Antonio, Texas, teaches
parents the fundamentals of caring for their childrenchild growth
and development, health, nutrition, cleanliness, and patience. It also
develops self-esteem, helping poor women to achieve their dreams.
Women are encouraged to complete the requirements for high school

graduation and to seek additional education. Sixty percent of the
mothers who started the program went on to complete the require-

ments for a GED ("Avai ..," 1994. )

Avimce operates 46 centers in San Antonio, Houston, and the Rio

Grande Valley, primarily fbr Mexican-American fhmilies, but increas-

ingly. also serving African-American families. Typically, the mothers

meet for three-hour sessions at centers in housing projects or schools.
Young children attend with their mothers. Parents aretuight how to
read to their children and how to make toys to play with their children.
For parents who were never played with when they were children.

learning how to play with their own children has positive results. In

addition, working in a group with other women reduces the isolation
and provides opportunities to get to know neighbors, discuss problems,

and develop a sense of community. Mothers with limited English
proficiency are taught English-as-a-Second-Language. The murse
lasts from September to May and ends with a formal graduation
(..eremony f'or mothers and children. Fathers are encouraged to
participate in special meetings held in the evenings.

One father of eleven children was studying for the GED and said
he hoped to make it to college. An Avance center manager recalled that

sixteen years ago she was a client of the center. She studied fin. and
received her high school diploma and then went on tocollege, majoring

in child development. "Avance told me to dream," she said. "and
everything I dreamed for came true for me and my children."

Linking Social Services and the Schools

Many crucial influences on the education of' at-risk children are
outside the schods orbit. Schools alone cannot handle the problems of'

students who come from at-risk circumstances. Tlw effects of economic

hardship. frequent school tmnskws, low parental involvement, nutri-

tion and health problems, and the lack of fit between mmiy low-income

fami lies a nd the schools mean that "the daily struggle for survival takes

precedence overall other concerns" I Slaughter & Epps, 1987 I. To !mike

a real difference in the lives of' children with multiple needs and
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dysfunctional families, educators must fOrm an alliance with commu-
nity and social service agencies. Comprehensive, family-based pro-
grams that attend to children's social, physical, and emotional develop-
ment over time are essential to ensure proper cognitive development
(Reynolds, 1992).

Children and families at risk have a variety of immediate health,
education, and social service needs that no single agency can address
effectively. Case management is a strategy that cuts across several
human service systems to ensure clients receive the services, treat-
ment, care, and opportunities available to them. There are a number
of different approaches which use a case managenent strategy such as
school-based integrated services, school-linked services, and fidl-ser-
vice schools (Smith, 1995 ).

Programs that successfully iink education, health, and hunian
services tend to have some o( the following characteristics: ( a ) compre-
hensive menu of services, (b) shared governance, (c) collaborative
funding, and (d) organizational models that reflect the needs of the
communities they serve ( McLaughlin & Smrekar, 1989; Schorr, 1989).
Some schools have become hubs for integrated social services, including
health care, child care, children's protective services, juvenile justice
counseling, and parent education. Whi le grouping a number ofservices
in one place makes it easier to use all of them, schools may not always
be as appropriate a hub in some instances as child care centers,
churche,.. or other institutions ( Kirst. 1991 ),

Common qualities of programs that successItilly coordinate ser-
vices among education, social services, and health are (Schorr, 1989):

They seek to meet the needs of a child through comprehensive
service delivery.

They treat a vhild as a member ()Ca family, and the family as
a member of a community so that a family unit, rather than a
group of individuals, is served.

They give program staff the time, training, and skills to build
sustained, trusting relationships with children, families, and
communities.

'l'he flexibility necessary to deliver comprehensive services isoften
limited by pol ides that regulate the governance and funding ofschools
and oilier agencies. Creating such flexibility demands nwchanisnis
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that span political and organizational boundaries Schorr, 1989. ) State

government has a major role in funding local planning and in providing

start-up capital for integrated efforts. State jurisdictions should be
nierged and new state mechanism s created for gove rn i ng health services,

social services. juvenile justice, education, and other areas. For example,
California has passed a bill creating a State Interagency Children's
Services Coordinating Board composed of a director ( whom the gover-

nor appoints), the chief state school officer, the attorney general, the
secretary of health and welfare, and the directors of social services, the

youth authority, and the departments of mental health, alcohol and

drugs, and criminal jastice. The legislation encourages counties to create

interagency councils to coordinate children's services (Kirst, 1991. )

Fol lowi ng the 1989 Kent ucky Supreme Court rul ing t hat declared

the Kentucky school system unconstitutional, the Kentucky Legisla-

ture passed the Education RefOrm Act. One of the major strategies of'

the act is to "remove impediments to learning.- To that end, Family
Resource and Yout h Service ('enters have been fimded t oenable schools

to link students and their families to social and health service agencies

and ot her con imunity rescurces a sense of community,- 1992 ).

A university-based case management program is housed at
the ('enter for the St udy and Teaching of' At-Risk Students ( C-

STARS ) Sm it h, 1995 ). C-STARS channels the interdisciplinary
training, research, and technical assistance resources of the Col-

leges of Education of the University of Washington and Washing-
ton State University in support of K-12 schools. The Center links
schools with health and social service agencies and assists in
coordinating their respective services to students at risk of' drop-
ping out of' school and their fhmilies. C-STARS has sponsored
demonstration projects in Idaho, Alaska, and throughout Wash-
ington state.

For the past eight years. C-STARS has been developing,
demcnstrating, and evaluat ing a set ofguidelines fOr school-based

nterprof 'essional case management. Interventions are designed to
maximize opportunities for students at risk and their families to
receive a variety ofliuman services in a supportive, efficient . and
cooidinated manner t h rough a "school-based" ( (»I-site I or "school-

linked" (off-site) setting, or a combination of both Smit h. 1995

These guidelines identify seven functions that operate ander
the supervision ail case manager working wit h a team of educa-
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tors, social workers, and health service professionals in partner-
ship with tl ie families of students referred to the case management
team. The seven functions are ( 1 ) assessment , (2 ) development of'
a coordinated and integrated service plan, I 3 ) brokering of commu-
nity services via community service networking, t 4 ) service imple-
mentation and coordination, (5 ) advocacy, (G) monitoring and
evaluation, and ( ) mentoring Smith, 1995 ).

Typically, communities initiating a case management ap-
proach identifY an existing staff member to serve as the team
leader or "case manager." In some communities, th is individual is
hired by the school district to serve this role. Existing school
personnel who assume new case manager roles are most frequent-
ly school counselors and school nurses. In some of the demonstra-
tion school-communities, social workers and health service profes-
sionals have been located in schools to serve on case management
tennis with educators (Smith, 1995. )

Collaborative partnerships are swinging up across the country
which link home, school, and community partners to better address the
complex needs of at-risk children and their families. The partnerships
tbcus on parents and include school staff, health/human service agen-
cies, businesses, churches, and other organizations which work inter-
dependently to plan, implement, monitor, and assess comprehensive
services to students and their families (Williams & Saavedra, 1993 ).

The Schools of' the Future in Houston, Texas, modeled aflerJames
Comer's New Haven Schools Pmject , is a program that promotes active
involvement or parents and community leaders in determining and
delivering health and social services to at-riskchildren. The program
is housed at a middle school which is in partnership with two elemen-
taiy scho(ils that feed into it to serve as neighhorh(xxl centers for the
com in on i ty. Parents serve as resources fbr the school andare advocates
fbr the large number of monolingual Spanish-speaking fhmilies in the
neighborhood. The program's goal is to improveoutcomes by matching
resources and services with student and fhmily needs, and becausethe
fbcus is on the family, parents take more active roles in working with
school Ind community service deliverers (Williams & Saavedra, 199:3).
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Chapter Four
Medkution Strategies

Mediation is the process ofensuri ng that all st udents acqui ret he

first time aroundthe skills they need to fUnct ion effectively both in

school and in the world outside of school. In other words, mediation

ensures that ?mediation will not be necessary. This is accomplished

by establishing hospitable educational environments in which
students feel supported and cared fiw,where failure is seen as just

one step on the road to learning. and where the needs of the

st udents govern decisions made, not just at the classroom level, hut

also at the school and district level. Figure 5 lists the mediation
strategies discussed in this chapter.

Figure 5: Mediation Strategies

MEDIATION
The Brain and IA.arning
Learning Styles
Multiple Intelligences
Aut hentic Learning St rategies
Authcntic Assessment
Technology
Preparation for Work
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Creating Learner-Centered Schools

Darling-Hammond ( 1994 ) asserted that scho)ls need to fbcus on
learners' needs, reach every student, look at learning more holis-
tically, and be more flexible about learning styles. She suggested
this can be done by creating learner-centered schools organized to
build on.what is known about teaching, learning, curriculum, and
human development.

Mediation strategies are those that ensure a learner-centered
environment in the school. In learner-centered schools, authentic
work is the fbundation of instruction. Curiosity, creativity, and
higher order thinking are stimulated byrelevant, authentic learn-
ing tasks of optimal difficulty and novelty fbr each student (Amer-
ican Psychological Association, 1993.) Students, especially those
from at-risk environments, flourish with instructional strategies
that engage them in learningthat involve learning by doing,
active applications or facts and skills, and working with other
student s.

Engagement

The concept of engagement describes an individual's willing-
ness to invest personal resource's such as talent, energy, enthusi-
asm, time, or effbrt in an activity or relationship. Individuals
invest their personal resources in activities that they perceive as
having value and meaning; as possible options fbr them: and as
preserving or enhancing their self-concept.

Engagement in learning is facilitated when the student is
pursuing personally meaningful goals and when the learning is
active, volitional, and internally mediated (American Psychologi-
cal Association, 1993). Motivation is a matter olchoice. Students
who appear "lazy- or "unmotivated" in one situation often exhibit
energy and ent husiasm ( mot ivat ion ) in anot her sit uation ( Maehr,
19841. In such cases, the question is. What is it about the setting
that either ilicits or suppresses the desire to invest personal
effort ? Individual motivation and will to learn are strongly
affected by conditions external to the individual. If the primary
conditions required fbr intrinsic mot ivat ion and self-regulation
of learn i ng a re not present, schools wi ll act ua I ly work against
helping learners. In learner-centered schools, teachers act as
facilitators of learning and create the conditions that motivate
student engagement.
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Teachers as Facilitators of Learning

Learner-centered schools vie \% teachers as loci) itators oflearn-

i ng. Teachers provide students with active learning environments
and cxperiences which are relevant to liI outside the classroom.
The teacher as the facilitator of' learning is responsible for prov-
iding students with schoolwork that has the following qualities
(Schlechty, 1990

1. Students can do what they are expected to do.

9. Q.'tmen,s are motivated to do what is expectedb; the nature
of the assigned work.

3. Students persist with the task when they do not meet with

immediate success.

-t. Students find sufficient satisfaction in the work or in the
consequences of doing the war!: that they are motivated to
pursue similar work in the future.

5. The cumulative effect is that students learn things that are
valued by society at large, by the community. by parents, by

teachers, and by the students.

The hasic assumption underlying Schlechty's vision of teacher as
fiwilitatorollearning is that students are the workers in the classroom,

and teachers as managers oft hat work pnwide students with the raw

materials oflearni ng. Just as production w(wkerscininot produce Rol Is

Royces with Hundai parts. students must be given high-quality raw
nmterialsiftheyareexpected to produce high-quality wwk. In addition,

the conditions under which students are expected to work should be

conducive to high-quality work. l'he fact that appniximately 20( ; of our

students are capable ofturning shoddy raw materials into fairly high-
quality work should not mask t he fact t hat 8(Y , of our,tudents struggle

to produce much p<xirer work. The truth is that the families ofthe 20( ;

zire Pmviding mach °Utile raw material not avaihible in the scha(uls.

1 b AV ca n teachers become facilitators of learning! 1 low can

they provide tlw kind (nigh-quality work iulvocated by Schlochty

in order to engage st udents? An important first step is basing
instructional strategies and curricular designs on research on
how the brain works.
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The Brain and Learning

To understand why so many of our curricular and instructional
strategies fail to reach students with different modes of' learning. it is
necessary to understand how the brain flinctions. Avery clearandeasy-
to-read explanation can be fbund in the Association fbr supervision and
Curriculum Development ASCD ) publication, Making Conneetions:
Thaching and the Hainan Brain, by Renate Nummela Caine and
Geoffrey Caine (1991).

According to the Caines, the brain controls all of human physiolo-
gical, psychological, and cognitiveactivityand hasanunlimited capacity
fiw learning. Researchers have accumulated a substantial amount of
data indicating that the brain will glow physiologically if' stimulated
t h rough interaction wit h t he environment .The physical structure of 'the
brain actually changes as the result of experience. Theevidencefi)l'such
changes supports many of' the hypotheses about the effects of' the
envhonnwnt on the young and the elderly, the effects ofsex differences,
and the effects of' nutritional and psychological deprivation, abuse,
isolation, and overcrowding.

Amongthe models used to explain how the brain works, the( 'aines
offer one by Paul MacIAan, the "triune brain theory." MacLean (1978 )
identified three layers oft he brain which were established successively
in response to changing environmental needsthe reptilian system or
R-(!omplex, the limbic system, and the neocortex. Each has a separate
filnction, but all three layers interact.

The reptilian brain (or R-complex ), the first layer to develop,
consists largely ofthe brain stem. Its purpose is closely related to actual
physical survival and overall maintenance of' the body. Digestion,
rem )(Auction, circulation, breathing, and the execution of' the "lightor
flight" response in stress are all primarily located in this system. The
overriding characteristics of R-complex behaviors are that they ;we
automatic, havea ritual isticquality, and are highly resistant tochange.

The limbic system, the second layert0 develop, houses the primary
centers of emotion. It includes the amygdala, which is important to the
as,-zociiit ion of events with emotion, and the hippocampus. which is the
critical part of the lwain dealing with locale and contextual memories.
Because the limbic system is capable acombining messages from our
inner and outer ex!xwiences, it serves to inhibit the R-complex and its
preference fbr ritualistic, hahitual ways of' responding.
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The neocortex, the last. layer to develop, constitutes five-sixths
of the human brain. It is the outer portion of the brain which is
approximately the size of a newspaper page crumpled together.
The neocortex makes language, including speech and writing,
possible. In that sense, it is different from the other two "brains."
Much of the processing of sensory data occurs in the neocortex. It
renders logical and formal operational thinking possible and
allows us to plan for the future. Its capacities are at the heart of
science and art.

All three layers of the brain interactconcepts, emotions, and
behaviors are not separate: they influence and shape each other.
Emotions give a sense of reality to what we do and think and are
integral to learning. Memory is impossible without emotion of
some kind; emotion energizes memory. To teach someone any
subject adequately, the subject must be embedded in all the
elements that give it meaning, and there must be a way fbr
individuals to relate to the subject in terms of' what is personally
important to them. When we ignore the emotioaal components of'
any subject we teach, we actually reduce meaning.

Downshifting

It is important to understand the functions ofthese three layers of

the brain in order to understand student learning. Evidence from

different fields strongly suggests that some types of' learning are
positively affected by relaxation and challenge but inhibited hy per-

ceived threat. For example. perceptual psychologists have long been

aware of the "narrowing ofthe perceptual field." which occurs when an
individual perceives an experience as threatening. Leslie Hart (19831

called such perceptual narrowing "downshifting."

"Downshifting" occurs, in terms of' the triune brain, because
threat causes the brain to literally shift down from the neocortex
into the older, nmre automatic limbic system and reptilian com-
plex. Students are less able to access all that they know or to see

what is really "there." The ability to take into consideration subtle
environmental and internal cues is reduced. When downshifted,
students seem less able to engage in complex intellectual tasks
t hose requiring creativity and the ability to engage in open-ended
thinking and questioning. Indeed, much behavior and thinking
become phobic in the sense that stimuli perceived as threatening
trigger instant, potent ially inappropriate, and usually exaggerat-

ed responses.
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What is a threat? A threat is anything that suggests impending
clanger or triggers a sense of helplessness and will vary from person to
person. In practice, many of the demands schools impose on students,
ranging from placing unreasonable time limits on learning and re-
strai nts on individual th in king, to excessi ve competition and motivation
by means of shame and guilt, will cause all but the most resilient
students to downshift. In fact, the Caines suggest that most schools
maintain most students in a downshifted state most of the time, which
prevents them from engaging in the complex learning that educators
supposedly wish to encourage.

Downshifting appears to affect many higher-order cognitive
functions of the brain and prevents students from learning and
generating solutions fbr new problems. It also appears to reduce
students' ability to see the interconnectedness or interrelation-
ships required by thematic or ecological thought processes. The
more threatened and helpless students feel, the more likely they
are to display behavior characterized as "reptilian." Students
might have trouble grasping, or be unwilling to explore, patterns
that conflict with what they already know, that require them to
think in totally new and therefbre potentially threatening ways,
that involve the delay of gratification, and restrict the implemen-
tation ofritualistic behavitn:s that current ly give t heir lives meaning.

Taxon and SpatiallLocale Memory

Research confirms that the brain has an infinite capacity to
make connections, t hat multiple. complex, and concrete experien-
ces are essential for meaningful learning. Every experience is
incorporated into the hrain, which links what is being learned from
a current event to the learner's past knowledge.

When we compare memorizing a list of words with recalling
hid:: about our meal last night, we notice a fundamental difference
between the two tasks. Recalling the list will usually require
repetition and some concerted effort at memKizing. The second
task, recalling dinner, on t he other hand. is easy. The point being:
there are diflerent ways of dealing with new i nfbrmat ion. Educa-
t ion that focuses on memorization disregaMs t he immense"natural
memory" that everyone has fin the events of life. The key to
enhancing learning is to find out how to have the two processes
working together most effectively.
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Memorizing isolated fhct.s or lists is based on a taxon memory
system. Such systems consist ofitems that do not depend on a specific

physical context. They include prototypes categories that represent
a generic item, such as bird or house or dog; the contents of categories,
such as types of trees and cars; and routines and procedures, such as
driving. The most pervasive chanicterist ic oft hese systeins is that taxon
memories must be rehearsed. Taxon learning is linked to extrinsic
motivation and is powerfully motivated by external reward and
punishment. Applying what has heen learned in new and complex

contexts is not automatic. Transfer of knowledge stored in taxon
systems does not occur easily. Items in taxon systems are relatively

isolated and are not initially meaningful.

A second type of memory is associated with locations and intercon-
nected events--the spatial/locale memory system. Everything
that happens to us happens in space. The brain is constantly creating
and testing spat ial maps that provide infin.mation about oursurround-
ings. It automatically limns long-term memories of events and places
without any deliberate attempt to memorize them. Its capacity is

virtually unlimited.

Locale memmies exist in relationship to where we are in space. as

v. ell as what we are doing. There is always a c( implex set ofrelationships

among all these items. Initial maps tend to fbrm very quickly. We
update our maps on a continuous basis. Map formation is motivated by

novelty. curiosity, and expectation. The dominant motivation is
intrinsic. We seek to make sense of what happens in our world. Locale

or spaial memory is enhanced through sensory acuityenhanced
awareness of smell. taste, touch, sound, and so on. Although maps kw
specific places are relatively instant, sonie large, intricate maps may
uike a considerable amount of time to be fin-med. They are the
consequences of many experiences that only gradually conic together.

Meaning for Educators

Investigations into the ways people learn have led many cognitive

rest.; orchers to adopt a -construdivist paradigm." This paradigm views
human beings as "c( instructors of' meani ng." Meaning is constructed
through s( wial interaction, is defineti through the lens ofonCs culture.
and is linked to past experience in an attempt to make sense (nit anew
infbrmation (Caine & Caine, 1991; Nicolopoulou. 1993; Resnick &

Klo1ifer, I 91-',9 Cmistructions are extensively shared through the
development orcultunil norms and values. Individuals are socialifed
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to behave in certain ways, to hold certain values and beliefs, and to
operate according to certain paradigms.

The assumptions. perspectives, and insights that individuals
derive from their experiences in their home and community
cultures are used as screens to view and interpret the knowledge
and experiences that they encounter in school and within the
larger society (Bai:ks. 1993 Individuals link new information
with existing knowledge in uniquely meaningful ways. Personal
belief's, thoughts, and understandings resulting from prior learn-
ing and interpretations become the individual's basis fbr
constructing reality and interpreting life experiences (American
Psychological Association. 1993).

Student s' constructions ofreality and their ability to deal with
and instantly remember daily life experiences and to search fbr
meaning in those experiences is ignored by educators who believe
that fbr learning to take place, students must memorize isolated
facts and repeatedly practice :.pecific skills. In too many schools,
literature, mathematics, history, and science are pi esented as
separate disciplines; reading and writing are taught divorced from
meaning and purpose; and what happens in the classroom is
unrelated to the life of the learner.

Instruction and curriculum should be based on students'
ability to construct meaning according to the brain's rules for
learning. Designing active, authentic learning requires orches-
t rating lifelike, enriching, and appropriate ex periences for learners.
The primary task of educators is to expand the quantity and
quality of ways in which a learner is exposed to content and context
by presenting the various disciplines so they relate to each other
and share common information that the brain can recognize and
organize. It is in t he recognition and use oft he power ofour spatial/
locale memory--placing infbrmation in contextin constructing
meaning that we begin to , iderst and the complex fbrms ofi nst ruc-
t ion that are needed to upgrade education.

Mediation strategies based on r( search on how the brain
orks will enhance students' engagement in learning. The next

sections discuss the thilwing effective mediation
(a ) learning styles, (1)1 multiple intelligences, (c) authentic learn-
ing, (di authentic assessment, le) technology, and (I) preparing
students fin. the workplace.
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Learning Styles

"All snulents can learn. All students learn in dilkreid ways- (AASA.

1991, p.

Attention to students' lean ing styles is essential for ensuring
that all students are included in the learning process and have the
support to master challenging academic work. Educators often
pay lip service to diversity in learning. but when it comes to district
regulat ions or classroom practices, they ignore it. Curriculum and
textbooks are selected as if every studentlearned in the same way,
classes are scheduled with little regard fbr the time of' day when
students function best . and classrooms are designed fbr direct teaching

with little room for variation. Teachers and school administrators
often argue that it is impractical to take students' personalities,
cultural backgrounds, or learning styles into consideration when
planning instruction. When all students are expected to flourish

within the rigid confines of traditional classrooms, however, a quarter

of our student population "falls through the cracks- ( AASA, 1991

Models of Learning Styles

Different people often react in different ways to the same
situation whether that situation is getting caught in a traffic jam,
having to wait in line, or learning that someone loved is dying.
These different reactions reflect characteristic ways of perceiving

the world, processing and organizing the information received,
expressing emotions, and behaving. Learning styles have to do
with how individuals acquire information, how they organ iw it in

their minds to make sense of' it, and how they use it in their daily
lives, Regardless of whether this is the result of brain differences,
intellectual differences, cultural differences, or psychological dif-

ferences. there are a number of approaches to identifYing and
applying the concepts of learning styles.

Perceptual Differences: One approach is to enhance personal

awareness and provide tools for understanding what kinds of' differen-

ces might exist within any group of individuals. The Gregon. Style

Delineator, fbr ex(imple, is designed as a sell-analysis tool (Gregorc.

19821. lt is based on the theory that the human mind mediates

inter iction with the environment through perceptual and ordering
abilities. Perceptual al nlity is the means through which individuals
receive infbrmation, and varies on the qualities orabstractnesi-C and
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"concreteness." Ordering ability is the way in which individuals
arrange, systematize, reference, ai id dispose ofinfixmation, and varies
on the qualities of "sequence- and -randomness.- The Myers-Briggs
Type Indica tor and t he Keirmy Teniperainent Sorter are also examples
of this type of approach.

4MAT System: A second approach looks at learning style theory
as a means fbr diversifying curriculum and instruction ratherthan a
tool fin. identifyi ng individual characteristics. Figure below illustrates
the fbur-quadrant model Bernice Mct !arthy11990 )developed called the
4 MAT System. The 4MAT System is an eight-step cycle of instruction.
to help teachersorgan ize thei r teach ingbased on difFeren-ces in the way
students learn. Based on themies of Kolb, Jung, Piaget, Rico, and
others, the 4MAT System has two major premises: ra people have
major learning styles and hemispheric processing preferences, and b
a systematic inst ructional framework which teaches to these preferen-
ces can improve learning. The preferences are based on how people
perceive and how t hey process infbrmation.

Figure 6: Eight-Step 4MAT System of Instruction
Sensin /Feeling

8. Apply to more
complex experiences

7. Analyze/synthesize
for relevance.
usefulness

If?

Dynamic
Ixarners

Why?

I. Create an experi-
ence

2. Analyze personal
meaning of
experienceImaginative

Learners

Common
Sense
I.earners

6. Personal, practical
application

5. Practice using
concepts and skills

How?

Analytic
Learners

What?

Thinking

3. Conceptual
understanding.
make connections

4. Develop concepts
and skills

rr

cto

LearningStylesModel: A t hial approach is diagnosticiprescri p-
t ive, based on ident ifying individual learning styles and mzitching the
physical environment and instruct ional si rategies, as much as possible,
to th(Ne styles. The 1.panling Styles Modt,1 used by Dunn and Dunn
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and ( is an example of t his third approach. Supported by the
results of more than 20 research studies. Rita Dunn, director of the
Center fbr the Study of 1.,earning and Teaching Styles at St. John's

lniversity in Jamaica Nes, York, Kenneth Dunn, professor at Queens

College, Flushing, New k: Marie Carbo, who has specialiwd in
students' reading styles; and other faculty and doctoral students at St.
John's University have promoted the importance of responding to
students' individuM learning styles in order to improve achievement
and behavior (AASA, 1991).

I earning styles consist of "a biologically and developmentally
imposed set of personal characteristics that make the sameteaching
method effective for some and ineffective for others- ( Dunn, Dunn, &

Price, 198) ). 'Die research investigated physiological. sociological, and
environmental factors related to learning stles. Foreman*, Dunn's
research findings suggest that tbur elements affect from 10' ; 40' ; of'

students (depending on age, gender, hemisphericity and achieve-
ment (quiet versus sound, bright or soft lighting, warm or cool
temperature. and tbrmal versus informal seating designs. More than
7W of school-age children are affected by perceptual preferences. and
using manipulatives, visuals, and other resources that match indivi-
dwd preferences increases student achievement and interest, even in

high school (AASA, 1991).

Each individual's learning style is based on a complex sot of
reactions to varied stimuli, feelings. and previously establishe(l pat-
terns that tend to be repeated when the person concentrates. 'I'he

)uons identified twenty-two areas encompassing environment. emo-
tionality, sociological needs, and physical needs which may affect

student learning. They suggested ways teachers can accommodate
learning style Tweferences. Several areas from the Learning Styl('s

larentoty are discussed below (Dunn. I )unn. & Price, 1989).

Learning Styles Inventory

Noise Level PreferencesSome people need quiet when
t hey are learning. wh i le ot hers, once t hey begin to concent rate, can
block out sound. Some people need sound; they wil It urn on radio,
stereo, or television Mien they st udy as o scrc.en against random
noise distractions.

Light. PreferencesSome people work lx.)-4 under very bright

light whereas others prefer dim or low light.
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Temperature Prefe7..pricesMany students can't think when
they feel hot, and others co. t think when they feel cold.

Environmental Design Preference iMany students think
best in a tbrmal environmentseated on wooden, steel, or plastic chai rs
like those fbund in a conventional classroom, a library, or kitchen.
However, some learn better in an infbrmal environmenton a couch,
on a bed, on the floor. or 00 pillows on carpeting.

Pursuit of Academic Goals--Many students are motivated by
the desire to achieve academically. Unfbrtunately, some students do
not value academic achievement and are not motivated by grades or
threats of suspension. Some students are inclined to complete tasks
that are begun, whik. others need to take intermittent "breaks- and
return to assignments or learning activities later.

Conformity to Norms and ExpectationsThis element in-
volves students' desire to do what they think they ought to do. In
schools, responsibility often is related to conformity or following
through on what a teacher asks students to do. Students with low
responsibility scores usually are nonconfbrming; they do not like to
do something because someone asks them to.

Preference for StructureThis element involves a student's
preference for specific directions or explanations prior to undertaking
or completing an assignment versus the student's preference fbr doing
an assignment his/her way.

Learning Modalities1 .ople with an a uditory preference learn
lx.st when initially listening to verbal instruction such as lecture,
discussion,or recording. A v.sua..earner can recall what has been read
or observed. Students with kulile perceptual strengths need to
underline as they read, take notes when they listen, and keep their
hands busyparticularly i (*they also have low auditoiy ibil ity. Learn-
ers with kinest/w/ic preferences require whole-body movenient and/or

experiences to absorb and retain material to be learned. Such
people learn most easily when they are totally involved. Acting,
puppetry. and (Intim are excellent examples of' kinesthetic learning:
others include building, designing. visiting, jilt erviewing, and playing.

Time-of-Day PreferenceThis area can best Ix. descrilx.d as a
contintami from early morning to evening when indivith ails' energy
levels zinc' mental alertness help them fbnction best.
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Preference for IntakeThis area describesthose students who

often eat, drink, chew, or bite objects while concentratingas opposed
to those who prefer no intake until after they have finished studying.

Mobility PreferencesHow still can the person sitand fbr
how long? Some people need frequent "breaks" and must move almt.
Some need to kick a fbot back and fbrth whik sitting or tap a pencil or

fiddle with a lock of hair. Others can sit practically motionless fbr hours

while engaged in learning and are interested in the task.

Sociological Preferences Some individuals prefbr to st udy by

themselves wh i le ot hers pmfer to leam with a friend or colleague where

discussion and interaction facilitate learning. Sometimes students
prefer to st udy al one but in closeproximity to someone. Some peopl e feel

better or mi we comfortable when someone with authority OF expertise

is present. Others do not need or want constant feedback or assurance

from an authority figure. Some students want toach ieve to please their

parents or parent figures. They oflen complete tasks because a Ihmily

member will be proud of' their accomplishments. Some students want

to learn and complete assignments because their teachers will be

pleased with their efforts.

Multiple Intelligences

The research of Howard Gardner, professor of' education at Har-

vard University, suggests that human beings arc capable of 'developi ng

strengths in at least seven different approaches to learning and
interacting with the world. Owing to heredity, early training, and an
interaction between these two fiwtors, some individuals will develop

unusual competence in certain i ntelligences to Ifni- greater degree than

(loot her individuals. Every individual, given the opportunity, however,

should develop each intelligence to some extent (Gardner. 1%3).

Gardner used a set of criteria to identify an intelligence. The
tilk aving criteria were included:

The potential for impairment of the intellectaal capacity by
localized brain injurv e.g., the lossofahilitytocarryouteertain
physical movements as a re It of impairment of' the left
hemisphere of the brain or children with Gerst ma»n
syndrome who exhibit an isolated impairmimt in learning

aril hmetio,
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The existence of'prodigies. idiot savants, and ot her exceptional
people who are extremely precocious in a specific area of'
human competence (e.g.. Mozart in music, individuals like the
character, Raymond, in the movie Rainnian who have an
amazing ability to calculate numbers).

The existence of one or more core infbrmation-processing
operations (e.g., perfect pitch in musical intelligence, acute
sense or direction in spatial intelligence).

A distinctive developmental history that ranges from the
beginnings of competence through which most people
pass, to exceedingly high levels of expertise which rew
individuals reach.

The development of' zi special symbol system (e.g., lan-
guage, mathematical symbols. pictures, notes, (lance fbrms,
social norms, etc.)

Gardner's Seven Intelligences

verbal/linguisticsensitivity to language, meanings, and
the relations among words: commonly fbund in the novelist,
poet, editor. reporter, advertising director, and speech writer;

logical/mathematicalconstitutes abst ract thought, preci-
sion, counting, organization, logical structure: fnund in the
mathematician, scientist, engineer, police investigator, law-
yer, and accountant;

musicalthe sensitivity to pitch, rhythm, timbre, and the
emotional power and complex organization or m usic: fOund in
the perfOnner, composer, conductor, and inusical audience:

spatial--keen observation, visual thinking, mental images.
metaphor, a sense of' the whole gestalt: liquid in architects,
painters, sculptors, navigators, chess players, and strategists;

bodily/kinestheticcontrol of' one's body and of' objects,
timi ng, trained ivsp(inses t I iat fund it in like reflexes: fnund in
dancers, athletes such as I nisketball players, actors, gymnasts.
surge( ms, karate teachers, and the mechanic; dly gifted;
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interpersonal--sensitivity to others, ability to read the
intentions and desires of others and potentially to influence
them: found in politicians, teachers, religious leaders. counse-
lors, salesmen, con men, and some managers; and

intrapersonaintrospective :;elf-knowledge: sensitivity to
one's own val ues. p urposes, a nd feel i ngs; a devel opedsen st, of 'sel

identified with the novelist, counselor, wise elder, philosopher,
and poet.

The theory of multiple intel ligences (MI f6cuses on the diversity in
how students think and learn. Each person possesses all seven intelli-
gences which function together in ways unique to each individual.
Consequently, a person may not be able to read, yet be highly linguistic
because he can tell a terrific story or has a large oral vocabulary.
Similarly, a person may be quite awkward on the playing field, yet
possess superior bodily-kinesthetic intelligence when she weaves a
carpet or creates an inlaid chess table (Armstrong, 1994. 1

Students learn best when given an opportunity to explore ideas
t h rough t I lei r percept ual strengths. All students do not learn best using
logical/mat hematical or linguist ic strategies. Educators must look
beyond the traditional areas in which instruction usually takes
place and find ways of providing materials and using strategies
that build on students' strengths in all the intelligences. When
approaching lesson planni ngand curricul um design. thebest question
to ask about students is "How are they smart." then seek instruc-
t lonal strategies that build on their "smarts." While every lesson
does not need to include activities based on all seven or the
intelligences, over the course of a unit each of the intelligences
should be brought into play. The insert on page 62, "Classroom
Activities...." illustrates how a unit on increasing student effort
might employ activities that encompass all seven intelligences.

Authentic Learning Strategies

Students, especially those fium at-risk situations, require instruc-
tional programs that involve learning hy donig. active applications of
facts and skills, and working wit h ot her students. Students learn best
when they are interested in the \\ ork, feel challenged. experience
success and receive rew; irds. zind develop persiiniil satisliictiiiii iii

learning. Authentic instruction, which fiicuses on content and skills
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that are meaninglitl outside the classroom, requires students to use
their minds well to construct meaning and prod) ice knowledge which

has value in the world outside of school.

Newmann and Wehlage ( 1993 ) have defined the components of'

authentic instruction and developed standards fbr assessing learning

activities. Briefly, the first standard measures the degree to which

students use "higher order t hi n king.- I ligher order thinking requires
students to manipulate information and ideas through such processes

as synthesizing, generalizing, hypothesizing, or interpreting. The
second standard measures"deptholknowledge.- Knowledge has dept h

when students are able to make clear distinctions, develop arguments,
solve problems. construct explanations, and work with relatively
complex understandings of the central ideas or topics all subject.

'l'he third standard measures the extent to which learnings have

value and meaning beyond their importance Ibr success in school.
"Connectedness to the workl- outside of school is demonstrated when

st udent saddressreal-world public issues and problems or use personal
experiences as a context fiir applying knowledge. The fburth standard
assesses the extent to which students et tgage in "subsU iii iveconversa-
t ion,- discussion. at Kl interaction in order to learn and understand the
substance of a subject.

The fifth standard measures the degree of "social support fin-

student success- that exists in the classroom. Social suppc wt includes

high expectations, mutual respect, inclusion of all students in the
learning process, and establishing a climate in which students fiKA five

to take risks and try hard to master challenging academic work.
Successes and failures are seen as parts of' the learning process, not as

end products. Students are encouraged to examine the strategies they

use to learn and, when something doesn't work, to try a difli.rent

st rategv.

Three examples of iiiitluiit ic inst ructional st rattgies that can be

adapted to meet students' learning styles and include all of the multiple

intelligences are serrnv learning, whole fanguagv and moperatice
Ivaroing. For t hese kinds ofnut hentic karning st rategies, authentic
as::essinent provides more appropriate ilternatives to mt.asuring ac-
ceptable acadenticperliirmance han do imper-and-pencil tests( verbal

linguistic intelligence).
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Service Learning

Service learning is a unique fiirm of authentic learningone that
teaches "self-respect and respect for other people" and about responsi-
bilities to one's community. A major purpose of school-based service
learning is to connect real world experiences students gain through
school or community service to the classroom curriculum. Service-
learn ing activities are integrated into the curriculum by (a identifying
and analyzi ng the problem and developing the skills needed to carry out
the project: (b) engaging in the service activity itself; and (c reflecting
critically about the project and sharing what has been learned ( Duck-
enfield & Swanson, 1992. )

Preparation fbr the service experience is essential. Positive out-
comes are not automatic. Students need guidance and support befbre
they are sent out into the community. Prior to the service experience,
students must understand what is expected of them as well as what
they can expect from the service pmject. The first step involves the
students t hemsel ves assessing the needs of The local com mun ity as well
as the interests of' the student participants. After gathering the
necessary background in fbrmation, students select and develop
the project that they would like to work on. The academic component
ensures that students become knowledgeable in the areas in which
they chose to work. Engagement in the project itself is rewarding,
but the last stage of' service learning, reflection, ensures that
students assess the effects of' the project on themselves and the
community.

The lack of a EsNuiingful role in society contributes to the sense of'
alienation ibund in so many of today's youth. Young adolescents,
especially, are often viewed by society as problems rather than assets
and have fkv opportunities to lxicome valued meinlxrs of the school or
the com m unity ( Duckenfield & Swanson, 1992. ) When students fitil to
ident ifY with the school, their strong needs fbrbelonging find expression
in other ways. Without constructive ways Ihr satisfying their needs,
adolescents often resort to gang membership, sexual activity that may
lead to pregnancy, or destructive fiways into substance abuse. Service-
learning activities fbster persimal. and academic developmei it
fiir the struggling st udent. Students mg; iged in such act ivities gain a
heightened sense of personal and social nisponsibility, have more
positive attitudes toward adults and others, and enhance their sell-
esteem ( Duckenfield & Swanson, 1992).
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Whole Language

Defining whole language is rather like defining the ink blots on a

Rorschact testeveryone sees something different. Definitions of

whole language range from "...approaching reading and writing by

building upon the language and experiences ofthechild" ( Weaver, 1988

p. 44) to "...written and oral language in connected discourse in a

meaningful contextual setting"(Anderson, 1984, p. 616). Watson( 1989,

p. 132)) defined whole language as "a label for mutually supportive

beliefs and teach i ng strategi esand experiences thathave to do with kids

learning to read, write, speak, and listen in natural situations."

In many non-whole-language settings, the teaching of lan-

guage is fragmented into isolated segments where students learn

lists of spelling words, discrete sounds, rules of punctuation, or

parts of sentences. I n whole-language settings, language is taught

in an integrated way, with all its systems intact (Watson, 1989 ). It

is based on the following ideas (McKenna, Robinson, & Miller, 1990):

(a )language is formaking meani ngs. for accomplishing purposes; ( b )

what is true for language in general is also true fbr written

language; ( the systems of' language are always simultaneously

present and interacting in any instance of language use; ( d )

language use always occurs within a context; and (e ) contexts are

critical to constructing meaning. The systems of languagemorpho-

logy, semantics, syntax, phonics, and prugmaticsare taught in a

situational context and build on students' prior knowledge.

Students' cultures are important to both understanding and

learning language (Watson, 1989). Children do not learn by being left

to their own devices; they must be encouraged and assisted (Smith,

1992). When given real oppoitunities in a safe and natural environ-

ment, students initiate learning, generate curriculum, direct theirown

behavior, and evaluate their own efforts (Watson, 1989).

Watson pointed out that whole language is a perspective on

language and learning t hat leads to the accepta neeofcertai n st rategi es,

methods, materials, and techniques. At ceitlin stages, with certain

children, any attempt madeby students to comm unicate is va 1 ued, even

invented spelling. Process writing, big books, literature discussion

groups, cooking, and singing are often seen and heard in whole-

language classrooms (Watson, 1989).
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The elements of a -Nhole-language program include the fbllowing
(Robbins, 19901:

the teacher reading quality literature to children;

everyone engaging in sustained, silent reading;

the teacher guiding the reading of children and holding
reading conferences;

recordingoral language( storiesorexperiences told totheclass )

and making it available to the children in a written format;

studentsengagingin a writingprocess that incl udes rehearsal,
drafting, revision, editing, publishing or sharing, and feed-back:

the teacher modeling writing; and

sharing finished products with an audience.

Jn 1980, the ConVal School District in New Hampshire began to
"brAge children and books first through the writingprocess and then
tnrough whole-language inst ruction"( Robbins, 1990, p.51 ). The results
of't heir eflbrts included the fiillowing:

high scores on 1 he Califitrnia Achievenwnt Tests reading
comprehension,

an increase in the quantity and quality of hooks read and
writ tei , by students, and

a draniaticdrop in the numberolstudents identified fiirspeckd
education.

Smith (1992 ) pointed out that to implement whole-languageinstruction in the classroom, more had to change than just the name
T(achers cannot continue traditional classmom structures and situa-
tions and implenwnt whole language effectively. WI.,ole language
requires a change in philosophy. Its basis is respecl for l(ingu(ige which
is natural and authentic and fi)r trners who are engaged in meaning-
fid and pr( kluctive activities.

6 6
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Cooperative Learning

Researchers have discovered that one of the most effective strate-
gies for teaching at-risk students is cooperative learning (Slavin &
Madden, 1989). All cooperative learning methods share the idea that
students work together to learn and are responsible fbr one 'another's
learning as well as their own. In addition, positive interdependence,
face-to-face interaction, and individual accountability are required
if cooperative learning strategies are to increase students' efIbrts
to achieve and improve the quality of their relationships with
classmates (Johnson & Johnson, 1990 ).

There also is strong evidence that team rewards are an important
element in producing basic skills achievement. It is not enough to
simply tell students to work together. They must be willing to accept
the responsibility fbr one another's achievement, and team rewards
encourage this willingness. When the group's task is to ensure that
every member learns somethillg ( rather than d(xs something), it is in
the interest of evety member to spend time explaining concepts to his
or her team members Slavin (1991a).

Merely putting students in groups and calling it cooperative
learning, however, is rarely successful. Students who have never been
taught how to work effectively with others cannot be expected to do so
automaticall:.. All students need to become skillful in communicating,
building and maintaining trust, providing leadership, and managing
conflict. ks students become more effective in working with each other,
academic achievement improves (Johnson & Johnson, 1984 ).

Cooperative learning social skills should be taught just as system-
atically as any subject. Doing so requires that teachers communicate
to students the need fbr such skills. define and model the skills, have
students practice them, provide feedback on how well students perfbrm
the skills, and make sure that students fully integrate the skills into
their behavior repertoires (Johnson & Johnson, 1990 ). There are fbur
stages in developing cooperative skills (Johnson & Johnson, 1984, pp.
45-48 ):

1 ) Forming: those skills directed toward organizing the group
and establishing minimum rims fbr appropriate behavi(tr,
such as stoy with the gnmp, use quivl coin's, and encourage
ereryonc participatv.
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2) Functioning: those skills involved in managing the group's
efforts to complete the task and maintain effective working
relationships, such as expressing support and acceptance,
offering to e.xplain or clarifr and asking 1hr help.

:3) Formulating: those skills needed to build deeper understand-
ing of the material, to stimulate the use of higher quality
reasoning strategies, and to ensure mastery and retention of
the material,such as su m marizingout loud what hasjust been
read or discussed, elaborating, and discussing tlw masoning
pmcess.

Fernwnting: those skills required for challenging other group
members' concl usi ons and reasoning, such as criticizh ig ideas.
not people; integrating a number of ideas; and generating a
numberolplausibleansawrsorsolutions ffom which tochoose.

Models of Cooperative Learning. The Massachusetts Ad-
vocacy Center (1990. pp. 118-119 ) has developed a list of coopera-
tive learning models that are beneficial to students who have
experienced little success in classes using traditional instructiona'
approaches. Included among these ale the fbIlowing:

Learning Toget/wrStudents work together in fbur- or five-mem-
ber heterogeneous groups on assignments to produce a single group
product. Students may be evaluated and rewarded on the basis of this
single product or on a combination of their own peilbrmance and the
overall perfbrmance of the group.

Group liti t'.stigatioitStudents work in small heterogeneous
groups and assume substantial responsibility fbr deciding what. infbr-
mat ion tl ley will gather, how they will organize themselves ti gather it,
and how they will communicate what they have learned to their
classmates.

ligsawA subject or topic to by learned is divided into sections iw
subtopics and each memlvrof a "home''group is assigned responsibility
for one section. Members a different home base groups who are
work i ng on the s) tote section meet toget her in i xpert" groups to disct iss
their topics. They then return to their hot ne g(oups and take Innis
teaching group menthers alxiut their sections. St udent ,4 are evaluated
individually through quizz.es, pn)jects, or the like.
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Jirsaw IISimilar to the original Jigsaw, all students are first
provided common information. Students then break into expert groups
to study their specific subtopics. There is team recognition based on
team scores and often a newsletter recognizing team winners and
individual high scorers, in addition to individual grades and scores.

Team-Gaines-Tournament (TGT)Students work together in
four- or five-member teams to help one another master material
and prepare for competitions against members of other teams. For
the competitions, each student is assigned to a three-person table
with students from two other teams who are similar in skill level.
In this way, all stivients have an equal chance to earn points to
contribute to their cam score.

Mean-Assisted Individualization (714bDeveloped especially for
nal th classes in grades three to six. TAI combines direct instruction by
the teacher with follow-up practice using a team learning approach.
Students work in teams on material appropriate to their individual
skills level. Teammates help one another with problems and check on
each othees work. Meanwhile, the teacher calls forward students from
the various teams who are working at the same level to instruct them
as a group. In this way, TAI provides for both interactive peer learning
and individualized instruction.

Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (C/ROThis
method is si mi larto TAI but designed for i n struction in readi -.1g, writing,
and language arts. Students work in mixed-ability teams on a series of

reading activities or, in writing in peer response groups using the
"process writing" approach.

Researrh on Cooperative Learning. Cooperative learning
methods appear to work equally well for all types of students; high
achievers gain from cooperative learning just as much as do low and

average achievers when compared to their peers in traditional classes
(Slavin, 19911)). One major controversy is over the benefits of the
strategy for gifted students. Four m isconceptions provide the basis for
this dispute. The misconceptions along with the reality in efii,ctive

practice are listed below,

1) There is only one coopendil.e learning appmach. There are
actually a number of different ways of generating cooperative
activities in the classroom (Graves & Graves. 1990; Kagan,
1988 ).
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21 Cooperative learning is the only strategy to use. No experts on
cooperative learning suggest that any one technique will be
effective all the time.

3 ) Cooperative lea rn ing st rategies a re inappropriate fiwgilled
and talented students. The literature contains examples of
students from a wide range of academic histories profiting
from the environment of a cooperative classroom.

4 ) Cooperative learning must be combined with heterogenous
grouping. Social models of teaching can be used with
either specially selected or randomly assembled groups of
students. Grouping to either moximize or minimize stu-
dent differences is a matter of choice.

The issue of heterogenous grouping underlies much of the
controversy. Yet, as Slavin (1991b) pointed out, cooperative
learning and "untracking" have completely different rationales,
research bases, and political and practical implications. Coopera-
tive learning can work within a corapletely tracked school, and
untracking does not require cooperative learning.

Graves (1991)fOund that most students consider the pleasure
of working together in cooperative groups a reward. The "social
rewards" of working cooperatively are among the greatest advan-
tages of usingcooperati ye learning strategies. Once students learn
to work cooperatively, many teachers find that students no longer
need the group certificates and other external incentives that
induced them to work together effectively. Clearly, lessons should
be made as intrinsically interesting as possible, and a continuing
need for extrinsic rewards may serve as a signal that the curricu-
lum requires substantial revision.

Studies on Group Investigation were carried out to ascertain
the method's effects on achievement and social interaction. In
Group Investigation, students take an active part in planning
what they will study and how. They fbrm cooperative groups
according to common interest in a topic. All group members help
plan how to research their topic, divide the work among them-
selves, and each meinber carries out his or her part. Finally, the
group synthesizes and summarizes its and presents these
findings to the class Sha ran & Sharan, 1990).
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The researchers fbund at both the elemen tary andsecondary levels

that students from the Group Investigation classes generally demon-

strated a higher level of' academic achievement and did better on
questions assessMghigh-level learn ing than did their peerstaught with
the whole-class method. When analyzing t he effect ofGroup Investiga-

tion on students' spoken language in Israel, oneanalysis of discussions

found that both the lower-class Middle Eastern and midrIle-class
Western students used more words per turn ofspeech than did their
ethnic peers taught with the whole-class method. Moreover, those
lower-class Middle Eastern students, often considered to have limited

language ability, who studied in Group Investigation classes, used as

many words per turn during the discussions as did the middle-class
Western students in whole-class instruction. The studies also fbund

that Group Investigation promoted cooperation and mutual assistance
among students (Sharan & Sharan, 1990).

Positive effects on intergroup relations have been fbund fiw all

fbrms of cooperative learning. Two studies on intergToup friendships
conducted fbllow-ups several months after the end of the research. Both
studies fbund that students who had been in cooperative learning
classes still named significantly more friends outside their own ethnic

groups than did students who had been in traditional classes (Slavin,

1991a).

Other outcomes for cooperative learning methods have included

greater acceptance of' mainstreamed students, improvements in stu-
dents' self-concepts, liking school, development of peer norms in favor

of doing well academically, feelings of individual control over student's

own late in school, and cooperativeness and altruism (Slavin, 1991a).

"The fitture of moperative learning is rich in possibilities...If we use

the principles ofmrperative learning and the values of cooperation
empowering teachers and students, valuing cooperation as both pro-

cess and content, and affirming interpersonal relationswe can create
schools that. are truly cooperative and a society in which people really

do work together for shared, equitable goals" ( Sapon-Shevin &
Schniedewind, 1990, p. 65 ).

Authentic Assessment

Schools in the 1.1. S. spend nearly $900 million per year on
stanthirdized testing. The National Commission onTesting z nd Pul ilic

Policy estimates that, me "(inwide. 127 million such tests are adminis-
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tered annually to students in grades K-12 (Willis, 1990). This is the
result of what Shepard (1991) contends is an outdated, 30-year-old
theory oflearning that shapes our view ofstudent achievement and how
we assess it. Critics of standardized tests claim such tests have skewed
the curriculum toward the teaching of what is most easily measured by
machines, focusing on the acquisition of basic skills and factson the
short-term goals of schoolingas ends in themselves rather than as a
means to further learning and growth (Cole, 1990).

Students have learned that academic perfbrmance and knowl-
edge are measured by paper-and-pencil tests. They have learned
to judge the value of classroom activities by asking, "Is this going
to be on the test?" Although teachers have been told that"teaching to
the test" is bad practice, Grant Wiggins (1989. p. 704 ), an acknowl-
edged expert in assessment, says that, "Schools should teach to the
test." According to Wiggins, tests and final exams are central to
instruction; they not only monitor standards, they set them. How-
ever, he advocates using tests that teachers have been involved in
designing and that ofThr students genuine intellectual challenges.

In order to assess performance, Wiggins ( 1989 ) suggested we must
first decide what are the actual performances students should be good
at. Should students be good at writing, speaking, listening, artistic
creation, finding and citing evidence, and problem solving? Then tests
should be designed that ask students to write, speak, listen, create, do
original research, and solve problems. Wiggins defines such tests as
a u then t ic assessmenttests that engam.students in the actual behav-
iors, standards, and habits needed fbrsuccess in the academ ic discipl i nes
or in the workplace. Successful adultsscientists, people in business,
attorneys, novelists, musicians, physiciansface the challenge of
producing, rather than reproducing, knowledge.

Authentic assessments are public evaluations based on multiple
criteria and agreed-upon standards. Criteria and etandards must be
set for expert performance, students should know what those criteria
are, and teachers should teach the knowledge and skills students need
to exhibit expert performance. The emphasis is on students' progress
toward mastery; therefi)re, multiple opportunities must be provided fbr
assessment so that practicing, rehearsing, and retaking are learning
experiences. The tests are complex, cumulat ivy activities that assess
students habits and repertoires, as well as basic skills and knowledge,
st ress depth of' knowledge, and ailow students to demonstrate what
they can do (Wiggins, 1989 ).

7 2
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Authentic assessments can take many forms: writing tasks that
mirror real-world activities; open-ended problem solving where prob-

lems may have more than one right answer; hands-on experiences in
science; portfolios showing student work in progress; and culminating
exhibits, performances, and demonstrations (Willis, 1990).

W;ggins ( 19C1a, b) suggests that understanding the following

terms is critical to developing authentic assessments:

OntconiesOutcomes are the intended results of instruction;they

are general goal statements about expectations for student learn-
ing. Outcomes are defined operationally by the explicit standards
and criteria set for their accomplishment.

StandardA standard refers to an exemplary performance, an
objective ideal. It serves as a worthwhile and tangible goal fitr

eveiyoneeven if's( nne cannot yet reach it. Real standards enable
all perfbrmers to understand their daily work in terms of work in

progress, and how to monitor and improve their perfbrmance.

CriteriaEstablishing the criteria by which a perfbrmance, dem-

onstration, or product is assessed involves determining ( althe most
important or essential aspects, (h) the kind of errors that are
acceptable and unacceptable, and tel the relative weight of each

criterion. A rubric fin- scoring must be established that ensures
agreement on the above points amongthe various raters.

RithricA rithricis a set of scori n g guide ines fbr assessing student
work. It describes the progressive stages in developing masteiy in

a particular task. The rubric provides a scale (often ranging from
0 to 6) of' possible points to be assigned, includes all the major
dimensions to he assessed, and defines what mastery on each

dimension looks like( the maximum numberof points on the scale ),

as well as the salient traits or characteristics fbr scoring students'
work or perfiirmance at the other levels (tithe scale.

Developing rubrics is difficult and time-consunnng. O'Neil ( 1994 )

recommends that teachers and others create rubrics by meeting
regularly to decide on the relevant dimensions of a perfbrmance and

raft jx)ssible criteria, t.-y them out with students, and revise ihem as
needed. A Practical Guide to Alternative Assessm(nt (Heiman,
Aschkicher, & Wi nters, 1992 ) suggests a pn rcess that i ncl odes (a)

investigating how the assessed discipline defines quality perfbrn lance;

7
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(1) ) gathering sampitlsrubrics as models; c f gathering samples of
students' and experts' work that illustrate a range of quality; ( d )
identifying the characteristics of the work that distinguishes
excellent from good, good from poor, and poor from bad; ( e) writing
descriptors for the important characteristics; cf) seeing if the
criteria help to make accurate judgements about a sample of
student's work; (g) revising the criteria; and ( h ) trying the criteria
again until the rubric defines the quality of the work.

Wiggins ;19931 suggested that authentic assessment should in-
clude the following:

engaging and worthwhile problemsorquestionsofimportance
in which students must use knowledge to fashion perfor-
mances effectively and creatively;

faithful representations of the contexts encountered in a field
of study or in the real life tests of adult life;

nonroutine and multi-stage tasks;

tasks that require the student to produce a quality product
and/or performance;

transparent or dernystified critena and standards;

interactions between the student and the assessor;

response-contingent challenges in which the effect of both
process and product/perthnnance determines the quality of
the result.

trained assessorjudgement in reference to clear and appropri-
ate criteria; and

the search fOr patteins of response in diverse settings.

The Vermont Pilot Study. The Vermont Mathematics Portfblio
Committee was established in 1989 to explore ways in which portfblios
might be used fir statewide assessment in mathematics (Looking

"Ilw (1nswer." 1990-1991). A sul 'committee de .?loped specific
scoring criteria ler port fblios at grades four and eight. 'hey looked at
evklence (breach ofthe criteria and identified what dist inguished work

7 4
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of higher quality from other work with respPrt to the criteria. These
qualitative differences were used to define the rubric foreach criterion.

In the area of mathematical problem solving, four key criteria were

isolated:

Understanding the task

How the student approached the task, the approaches. proce-
dures, and/or strategies adopted to attack the task

Why the student made the choices along the way; the
reflection, justification, analysis, rationale, verification
that influenced decisions

What findings, conclusions, observations, connections, gener-
alizations the student reached

The following scoring rubric was developed fbr each criteria:

Understanding the Task
1. Totally misunderstood
2. Pa ti ally understood
3. Understood
4. Generalized, applied, extended

Quality of Approaches/Procedure
I . Inappropriate/unworkable
2. Appropriate some of the time
:3. Workable
4. Efficient, sophisticated

Decisions Along the Way
1. No evidence
2. Possible
:3. Inferred with certainty
4. Show, explicated

Outcomes of Activities
. Without extension

2. Observat ions
3. Connections, ipplicat ions
1. :.:ynthesis. general izat ion.

andlor abstraction

7
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After a pilot year of testing, the committee recommended addi-
tional specifications for the portfolios to provide an equitable basis for
evaluating student performance. In 1990-91, students' mathematics
portfolios in the pilot schools were assessed using four proio*m-
solving and three communication criteria (Abruscato, 1993 ). The
criteria posed the following questions: How well does the student
understand the problem? How does the student solve the problem?
Why does the student solve the problem in that particular way?
What observations, connections, and generalizations does the
student make about the problem? What terminology, notation,
and symbols does the student use to communicate his or her
mathematical thinking? What representations (graphs, tables,
etc. ) does the student use? How clear is the students' communica-
tion of mathematical thinking and problem solving?

Appropriate Use of Technology

Technoloo-v, in particular computer-based technolol.,y, offers some
of the best opportunities for developing instruction which engages
students in authentic learning, addresses multiple intelligences, and
adapt-; to students' learning styles. When used appropriately, technol-
ogy can provide instructional environments that have a powerful
impact on those students who, without help, might continue to be at risk
of school failure. Technology provides students with the means for
taking res poosibility for thei rown learning when used to al low students
to learn without publicly being labeled slow or stupid; when used to
enrich andaccelerate the pace of learni ng for students who are behind;
and when used as a tool for accessing information, research, and
problem solving (Duttweiler, 1992).

Schools historically, however, have lagged fhr behind society in
adopting new technologies. The typewriter, which has existed fbr well
over a century, and the word processor have transformed written
communication in our society. Wecommunicate most effectively when
vision and hand/finger movements fUnction automaticallywhen the
conscious brain can fbcus on the content of the message rather than on
the means of' expression. With less instructional time, elementary
students can learn to touch-type well beyond the cursive writing spod
of 15-30 words a minute. With spell checking and editing capabilities,
word-processing software allows students to bypass the onerous phy-
sical task of' writing and learn to express themselves fluently. Yet,
classmorn instruction still fix:uses on cursive writing rat her th;m
computer typing skills (Sylwester, 1990).

7 6
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The computer is a powerful tool for motivating students,
presenting content, and enhancing the educational opportunities

of students unresponsive to traditional instruction. Unfortunate-

ly, Kirby and Styron (1994) found that those students most in need

of alternative instructional approaches were the least likely to

have access to computers. Theif study on computer use in schools

discovered that teacher expectations governed access to computer

instruction. Students who were expected to do well in school wen:

exposed to multiple methods (i.e., teacher and computer-directed

instruction ) thereby further increasing their likelihood of success.

Those students who might have benefited from nontraditional

approaches not only had less access to computers. but also came to

accept that they somehow did not deserve the opportunity to try

technological approaches to instruction. In addition, those stu-

dents who were allowed most often to use computers were gener-

ally being rewarded for compliance in traditional teaching/learn-

ing sett ngs. Kirby and Styron found this particularly troubling in

light of data suggesting that disadvantaged students (i.e., blacks

and, especially, black males) found computers most useful and

believed that they could do well with them.

To restrict the use of computers for drill and practice or as an

indi idualized textbook is to ignore the tremendous capacity

computers have for making learning come alive for students.

Human brains are better at discovering conceptual relationships

than at processing the accurate details that computers handle so

well. Human brains can rapidly process ambiguities, metaphors,

abstractions, patterns, and changes. They are able to quickly

classify objects into general categories, use reference materials,

estimate general solutions to problems, adapt preliminary deci-

sions to any new information gathered, and use machines to

achieve the levels of precision necessary. Schools should concen-

trate on developing students' ability to quickly locate, estimate,

organize, and interpret. infgrmat ion, and teach students how to use

the superior speed and accuracy of available i nfbrmat ion technol-

ogies whenever a complex pmblem requires an accurate solution

(Sylwester, 1990).

C,,mputers mix visual, tactile,and listening modesotlearni ng,and

they oner a nmiudgemental, private environment in which students

can test their own thinking at their own speed. For exam pie, videodisc

technology provides rich, real-world contexts fbr teaching problem

s(ilving to at-risk students. In general, vide( xlisc instruction combines

7
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the visual impact of television and the interactive quality ofcomputers
to engage students in learning. CD-ROM allows entire encyclopedias
to be stored on cme computer disc, provids access to numerous
databases stored on disc, and can store the contents of entire journal
issues for reference. Such videodisc technology gives teachers and
students almost instantaneous access to information for reports,
projects, and discussion.

With existing computers and telecommunications equipment, fbr
example, a student can search vast databases or collect weather data
and share onlim with scientists and students at ether sites. Students'
capacities to do basic research are greatly enhanced when they are able
to search beyond their local libraries. When students have thecapacityto go online, there's no reason fbr using out-of-date or inaccurate
information in research projects ( ASCD, 1993 ).

Recent advances in digitization have made it possible, also, to
transfer data at lightning speed and to combine text, sound, and videoimages to create multimedia environments. A pupil doing a research
project on a planned landfill site can create a multimedia report using
real science and real economics. At Peakview Elementarr ...,cnool in
Cheny Creek, Colorado, students routinely use computers to prepare
multimedia projects or presentations (ASCD, 1993. )

Teleconwi unications allow cooperative learning at a distance
where students are able to team up with students at other schools or in
other countries to work on joint projects. In the National Geographic
Society's "Kids Network," fbr example, students at different schools
collect scientific data on problems such as acid rain and share observa-
tions about the patterns that emerge. During the Persian Gulf War,
student; in one New York high school understood the reality of war
better when they traded e-mail messages with students in Israel who
reported on Scud missile attacks ( ASCII 1993 ).

Georgia's Sandy Creek High School oilers students a teconology-
rich environment. The school begins the day with announcements
broadcast live in color television to each classroom. Swdents study
anatomy hy perlorming dissections on a cadaver through a computer
simulation and turn geometry equations into moving, three-dimen-
sional inmges. Using computers, students acce,-)s newspapers and
other material mid write and edit research papers using spell-
check software 1 o correct errors. With computers minimizing the
labor aresearching and writing, student s spend more time explor-
ing ideas and applying concepts ("GA's Sandy Creek I (igh," 1994).
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Technology provides the authentic learning so vital fbr the educa-

tional success of' students in at-risk situations. When teachers have
students collaborate on activities using computers to work together to

read, discuss, or edit each others text, cooperative behavior is encour-

aged (Sy !wester, 1990). When students have opportunities to access
information through electronic databases or CD-ROM, they can focus

on complex, meaningful problems; basic skills instruction can be
embedded in the context of more global tasks in which students are
asked to tackle real problems: and students can make connections to

their out-of-school experiences and cultures.

Preparation for the Workplace

Opportunities fbr today's young workers who have only a high

school diploma are far more limited than were those of their
counterparts 15 years ago. Today, over8(Y of all jobs demand high

levels of specialized knowledge and skills (Byrne, Constant, &
Moore, 1992). Yet, for a majority of American students, what they
learned in school is not adequately related to what they need to
know in order to succeed after leaving school. The curriculum in

many high schools fbr students not bound fbr college tends to be

general and eclecticneither strongly academic nor strongly voca-

tional. Non-college-bound students are held to lower expectations

and taught a watered-down academic curriculum. As a result,
many of them are unprepared either fora job or for conti »ued study

Barton, 1990. )

Most students not planning to immediately go on to college

receive little in the way of' systematic assistance in preparing for
and finding jobs when they leave school. The Commission on
Achieving Necessary Skills (S('AINS; 1990 ) asserted that the
United States may have the worst school-to-work transition ofany
advanced industrial country. Many ofthe pieces which are in place

are generally uncoordinated and less efli-cfive in helping prepare
I . S. students fin- jobs. At most times and in most places young
people are left to their own devices tr, make the connect ion between

school and work (O'Neil, 1992. ) This has resulted in high youth
unemployment, shortages of adequately prepared young people
enteringthe labor market, and an increasingecont ft to low.

skill. low-wage jobs (Byrne, Constant, & "Alo( um 19921.

In spite of the many gapslret weer) schools and the workplace,
there are encouraging signs of progress ( Barton, 1990 ). Changes
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in the Perkins Act governing federal vocational education pro-
grams are exerting pressure to tear down the long-standing wall
separating academic and vocational programs. The Act requires
more coordination between vocational and academic programs, a
requirement which has strengthened the trend toward curriculum
integration. A second positive sign is the accumulation of informa-
Lion about the skills, knowledge, and habits of mind that students
need to be prepared for the work force as exemplified by the U. S.
Secretary of Labor's Commission on Achieving Necessaiy Skills
(SCANS) report. A third positive indicator is the development of
systemic plans to address the school-to-work transition issue.

SchoollBusinesslCommunity Compacts

A number of broad-based community and business coalitions have
been initiated to work with school districts. Formal agreements or
compacts have been made through which business offered to provide
jobs and other incentives if students agreed to stay in school and the
sch Dols agreed to make systematic efforts Z.,-) raise students' academic
success and attendance. For example, beginning in 1986, the National
Alliance of Business (NAB) sponsored the Compact Project in
Albuquerque, Cincinnati, Detroit, Indianapolis, Louisville. Mem-
phis. Miami/Dade County. Pittsburgh, Providence, Rochester, San
Diego, and Seattle. The primary purpose of the Compact Project
was to provide jobs to students to motivate them to stay in school
( Byrne, Constant, & Moore, 1992 ).

In 1990, a new school-to-work transition model was initiated
by the NAB, the Bank ofAmerica, Sears Roebuck and Co., and local
school districts in San Francisco, California, and DuPage County,
Illinois. In thi:i initiative, known as the Quality Connection, the
job serves as an inumtive to remain in school, but it also is a signifi-
cant part of the learning experience, designed to teach skills by
embedding them in a curriculum keyed to the requirements of
the job.

The Quality Connection provides students with real jobs in
which they work alongside adults. Learning is structured to
ensure a thorough understanding oral] job tasks, how the job tasks
lit together, and how the job fits into the rest of' the company.
(7ertain conditions must be in place for the experience to he
successful: t he identificat ion of' learning objecti ves, t he use of a n
experienced worker or supervisor to work closely with the student
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employee, and a formal process for the employer to certify that skills

and competencies have been learned. School-based learning is also
fundamentally restructured with an emphasis on active student
involvement, teamwork, problem-solving, goal-setting, and deci-
sion-making skills. All of these efforts to desigri and implement a

thoroughly integrated school-to-work transition curriculum require
close cooperation between the educators and the employers (Byrne,

Constant, & Moore, 1992).

Apprenticeships

Apprenticeships offer a transition from school-to-work that

provides young workers with a sheltered environment in which to

develop skills. In an apprenticeship, a learner observes and assists

a master at work, gradually gaining competence by taking respon-

sibility for progressively more cha le nging aspects of the task. Two

important features distinguish apprenticeship from classroom
teaching: (I) the student perfbrms rea/ work, and ( 2) the teacher
dem(mstrates and coaches rather than just tells the student how

to do a task (Hamilton & Hamilton, 1992). Apprenticeships can
increase competence both outside and inside school.

In Germany, approximately 7OC; of all youth between the ages of

16 and 18 participate in apprenticeships at the upper secondaiy
education level. American observers of German apprenticeship pro-

grams are impressed with the quality of the vocational training they

provide, the sense or purpose they lend to academic schooling (which
continues part-time ), and the smooth transition apprentices make

from adolescence to adulthood (Hamiltm & Hamilton, 1992. )

In Broome County, New York, Cornell University has initiated the

Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration Projea to investigate how some

of Germany's principles ofapprenticeship can be adopted by IT S. high

schools. Twenty-one high school juniors from five different high

schools entered the program in the fbll of 1991. Students were
placed with four employers: a manufbcturing firm, two health
service providers, and an insurance company ( Hamilton & Hamil-

ton. 1992 ). The program isguided by the fbl lowing set ofprinciples:

Apprenticeship:. Ure 01;gmilz.ed by three (Wow. anYls, twt

spectliejobsPiIanufacturing and Engi liecri ng Tech tic do-

gy; Administrat i/Office Technology; and Ilealth Care.
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Apprentimsliips structure learning through workThe
curriculum both at school and at work includes goals,
competencies, sequencing, and assessment. Basic aca-
demic competence is critical in all occupations.

Employers develop a learning environment 1hr apprenti-
cesParticipating employers train high school juniors
who will be qual ified after two to fbur years in the program.
Selected employers must have well-developed human
resource policies and practices.

Adults in the workplace perlarni finer instructional roles--
The training director designs and oversees the program;
area coordinators, usually department heads, identify and
assist coaches; coaches work daily with apprentices; and
mentors give apprentices advice about the technical as-
pects of the work and the social norms of the workplace.

Schools adapt instruction to take maximum advantage of
apprentices w(o.k experience.

Training and support are provided to classromn teachers,
taining diredOrS, (IMO (TX)rdillaMIN, coaches, caul mentors.

Youth Apprenticeship is potentially appropriate lOr those
who off, not expect to enroll in a /oar-year institution
Youth Apprenticeship recruits students who are doing
well enough in school but do not expect to enroll in four-
year colleges. Some top students are included as well.
Employers require apprentices to meet certain behavioral
and academic standards, but every effort is made to
involve and provide special support for young people who
are at risk of dropping out of sch(xo.

Apprentices an, employeesApprentices are hired, paid,
supervised, and if' necessary. dismissed according to em-
ployers' policies.

Apprenticeships lead youth toward mTulemic diplomas
and certification.

Pi I._np.overs and schools shun, operating costs flu. thc ap-
prenticeship program ---Eni ployers train ipprentices;
schools redirect resources almidy iivziilable to tlieni.
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Technology Preparation (Tech-Prep)

Page 83

Tech-Prep has been promoted as a promising way to integrate the

curriculum and provide transitions to postsecondary education. Tech-

Prep (TECHnology PREParation ) programs have a namber of key
elements. One of the most important is the articulation agreement
which links secondary and postsecondary institutions to provide a

closely coordinated high school/college curriculum. The Tech-Prep
model envisions the articulation not just of single courses but of
programsa series of related coursesat the two educational levels.

The purpose of Tech-Prep is to prepare students to begin rewarding

careers in mid-level technolow fields. These fields represent the types
ofpositions for which a high school diploma, with vocational training up

to r.nd including an occupational associate degree, is required for entry

and/or advancement.

According to the National Ass('ssment of Vocational Edm.ation:
Interim Report to Congress (1994 ), the great majority of Tech-Prep

programs are either in the planning stage or the early stages of'

implementation. At first glance. Tech-Prep programs seem to be
booming. About two-thirds of all public two-year postsecondar) insti-

tutions said they had started Tech-Prep programs by 1991-92. At the

secondary level, 41'4 of regular districts and82'7( of vocational districts

reported havi ng i nit iated programs at the ti me ofthe survey. I:, appears,

however, that only 17'4 of' the districts which say they have Tech-Prep

programs act ually have studentsenrolled. Only 19 ; ofthe postsecond-

ary institutions participate in cc:isortia that have any secondaiy
students, and only 9' participate in consortia that have any postsec-

ondary students.

The interim report indicated that a few well-established progTams

have gone beyond simple course articulation. One such program is the

Partnership fbr Academic and Career Education ( PACE ) Consortium.

In 1991, PA( ;E received the first t T. S. Department of Education award

fbr Tech-Prep Program Excellence and one of three national awards
given by the American Association of' Community Colleges. PACE,
established in 1987, is a South Carolina business and education
consortium involving the seven school districts of Anderson. Oconee,

and I )ickens Count ies. Sout h Carol i t; Upstate South Carolina busi-

nesses and Indust ries; I he Anderson and Oconee Count les Busi-

ness and Educational Partnerships; Tri-County Technical College;
Clemson University's ( '"olkge of' Education and the National
1)ropout Prevention Center; and the Career and Technology Cen-
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ter of Anderson ( SC ) Districts One and Two. A coordinating board,
representing all partners, provides leadership for implementing
Tech-Prep programs in the 16 high schools, fbur career centers,
and one technical col lege in the PACE Consortium service area.

The PACE program includes rigorous academic study, enhanced
and focused occupational coursework, and structured guidance experi-
ences throughout high school and two years of postsecondaty ed ucation.
The pmgram prepares students for carwrs in cluster areas such as
industrial/engineering t ech nol ogies, heal th technologies, business tech-
nologies, and human/public service technologies. Tech-llrep offers an
integrated approach to educational reform through:

restructuring curricula to meet changing needs:

integrating academic and vocational studies;

improving methods of teaching and counseling;

increasing students' achievement and career/college options.

responding to employers' needs fbr skilled technicians:

promoting community support for student success: and

enhancing articulation among secondary. two-year, and four-
year colleges.

I n '1993, PACE received one of nine U. S. I )epart meat of Education
demonstration grants for model Tech-Prep programs. Among the
documented accomplishments fbr the PACE Consortium are the
fbllowing:

Ander:4)11 School District Two reported an increase in stu-
(tent; average f.,rrades in Applied Comm un imtion classes over
the previous year's Itasic English averagesI/Inn a I ) erage
in 1990-1991 to it 13 average in 1991-1992:

1).1..92 data showed an increase in enrollment m1,1.1990_91
in Applied English ), Applied Mathematics (200.0( ;
told Applied Science 63.9' i ): the I 993-94 enrollment showed
it 35.5' ; increase in enrollment in applied academic courses
over t he 1992-93 enrollment:
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in 1993-94. two of Ihe districts in the consortium placed 24 high
school and technical college students in youth apprenticeships
in 17 companies;

in 1993-94, 729 businesses in Anderson, Oconee, and Pickens
Counties participated in an employer needs assessment;

in 1993-94, over 300 oiucators participated in PACE-spon-
sored stafrdevelopment programs; a national conference was
held for over 300 registrants representing 22 states; and 111
presentations were made at 40 state, regional, national, and
international conferences.

When implemented with the attention to detail exhibited by the
PACE Consortium, Tech-Prep programs can help motivate students to
finish high school, complete more challenging academic and occupa-
tional coursework, pursue postsecondary occupational education at
least through the associate degree level, and enter the workfbrce with
the skills needed to help compete in a global economy. Tech-Prep
provides an important, viable alternative for students who do not plan
to prepare fbr baccalaureate study while in high school.
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Chapter Five
Intervention Strategies

Interrention strategies are designed to interrupt or modft aca-
demic, school, or personal problems that are negatively affecting
students perfOrmances. Intervention strategies are those that address
the continuing needs of students who remain at risk in middle and high

school. Although mentoring and peers-as-resources strategies might

also be considered appropriate mediationstrategies, they are especially

effective when used to intervene in situations where students are
having particular difficulties. Alternative schools provide settings in

which students who do not do well in the regular classrourn receive help

appropriate to their needs: Figure 7 lists thestrategies discussed in this

chapter.

Figure 7: Intervention Strategies

INTERVENTION

Mentoring
Peers-as-Resources
Alternat ive Schools

Recovery\

Intervention

Mediation

Prevention

Restruchlring
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Mentoring

What is Mentoring?

Mentoring can be defined as a sustained relationship be-
tween an adult and a youth or a more experienced person and a
novice. This section focuses on the relationship between a
caring adult and a student.

Adult relationships, not only those provide( by parents and
grandparents but by neighbors, teachers, and other concerned
adults, are a protective factor fbr youth growing up in stressful
family and community environments (Benard, 1992 ). Mentors
w hether teachers, business people, or community volunteershave
opportunities to relate to students in ways that parents and
teachers usually do not. Mentors can be friends, rather than
authority figures (Smink. 1990. ) The establishment of a caring
relationship between the adult and youth is the essential ingre-
dient in mentoring (Cave & Quint, 1990; Ferguson, 1990;
McPartland & Nettles, 1991).

A mentoring program is based on the premise that the mentor
has something to offer: experience, position, advantages, abilities,
or simply a caring attitude ( Smink, 1990 ). The mentoring relation-
ship provides youth from the disadvantaged environments an
access to sources, opportunities, values, customs, and people of
different occupational and social worlds ( Smi 1k. 1990.) Many
mentors tutor youngsters. coach them on job interviews. inves-
tigate scholarships, take them to visit college campuses, find
them internships, and serve as their advocate in a variety of
.;ituations ( Benard, 1992 ).

Supporting academic achievement is an ext rernelyim portant
mentoring role. In fact. ift he primary goal of a mentoring program
is to keep students from dropping out of school, academic support
must be paramount. This support can include tutoring in specific
subjects, working on basic skills, fbstering efThctive time manage-
ment habits, helping with homework, or assisting with special
school projects (Smink, 1990). The mentor needs to display an
attitw that views youth as resources to Ins nuilured and not
probksms to he fixed and to convey I h,s message that the youth can
bc successful ( Renard, 1992. )

8
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Effectiveness of Mentoring Programs

Mentors can play a critical role where parents are either unavail-

able or unable to provide responsible guidance for their children

(Floyd, 1993 ). A survey of 800 Career Beginnings participants from

16 cities (Harris & Associates, 1990 ) fbund that at least halfof the

students said mentoring helped them learn to succeed, improve

their grad .-?s. avoid drugs, increase their regard for people of other

races, and improve their relationships with teachers and family.

In addition, the adults reported that mentoring helped them:

Fulfill their own responsibilities (50'; )
Strengthen family relationships (25'; )
Increase their regard fbr people of other races (50'; )
Recognize they make a difference (25(

Be willing to get involved again (80';

A mentoring program, Rendering Educational Assistance
through Caring Hands (REACH), was implemented at Langston

Hughes Intermediate School in Reston. Virginia, during the 1988-

1989 school year :Blum &Jones, 1993). The program components
included a peer support group that met once a week, and daily,

one-on-one contacts between students and their adult mentors.

The teachers who taught the students in the REACH program
indwated that the students improved in promptness to class,

preparation for class, quantity of dail:v assignments completed,
participation in class, classroom behavior, positive interactions
with peers. and report card grades.

A comparison of the third-quarter and first-quarter grades in

mathematics. English, science, and social studies of the students

in the REA('H program showed the fidlowing ( Blum & Jones,

1993 ):

52'; reduction of Fs
10'; reduction of Ds and D+s
16'; increase of Cs and C+s
22'; increase in Bs and B+s

St udents w hose mentors interacted vith hem daily. t utored

students or supervised after-school study sessions, monitored
academic pmgress, and elicited parent ii ivolvement showed greater

significanl. improvement.
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Implementing a Mentoring Program

Establishing a mentoring program fbr youth in at-risk situa-
tions takes ,:lanning. Whi leevery school and community is unique,
the fbllowi ng steps can serve as a guideline for setting up a program
to meet individual needs and goals (Smink, 1990 ):

I. Establish program need. The program can include all
students in at-risk situations, or a particular population
such as all ninth-grade students. It can concentrate on
academic skills, career awareness, or personal skills. The
fbcus of a program is determined by the needs of the youth
to be served. Each school and community has unique
problems which must be considered %vhen developing a
mentoring program.

2. Ensure school district commitment. Whether the
program is school-, community-, or business-based, the
school district must be involved. Mentoring programs
must complement, not compete with, the student's regular
academic and scholastic activities. Additionally, teachers,
guidance counselors, and school administrators are an
invaluable resol irce in selecting students for the program,
monitoring their prowess in school, and locating addi-
tional help if' necessary.

3. Identify and select program staff. Many programs
begin with a steering committee or other type of advisory
hoard comprised of school staff, business people. commu-
nity leaders, and parents. it is helpful to assign at least
one person to coordinate the program. This individual
oversees the daily progress of the program and is available
to both mentors and students when problems arise.

4. Refine program goals and objectives. It is impossible
to measure the success of' the program without clear-cut
goals and objectives. For example, ifthe primary ohjectiN
oft he program is to leem dropout-prone students in school,
set goals fbr improvement in attendance and academic
achievement .

5. Develop activities and procedures. Establish guide-
lin(s fin* tlu, length and frequency of menti)r-stiulent contiict.
Nlost planned mentoring programs require a commitment

St)
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of from six weeks to one year and from an hour a week to
daily contact. Obviously a short-term relationship with
only a few hours of contact cannot hope to achieve the
richness, depth, and complexity of a long-term relation-
ship Benard, 1992. i By making a time commitment, bah
the adult and student are committing themselves to being
predictable, available, accessible, and responsiveall ne-
cessary for the development of trust and mutual respect in
a relationship. Orientations, workshops, and other group
activities should be planned in advance and put on a
master calendar. Each participant should receive a writ-
ten copy ofti.e program details and a schedule of activities.

6. Identify students in need of mentors. Students may
be referred by teachers, guidance counselors, social work-
ers, the court system, or their parents. Participation by
students works best, in most eases, when it is voluntary.
Youth who are receptive to new ideas, committed, have
the ability to listen and ask questions, and show enthu-
siasm will profit most from the experience.

7. Promote program and recruit mentors. Recruitment
of mentors can be done both formally and infbrmally
through flyers, posters, mailings, word of mouth, and
media announcements. Some program mentors come
from college campuses or from specific businesses or com-
munity groups. The more a program demands from a
mentor, however, the smaller the number of adults who
will be willing to volunteer (Hamilton & Hamilton.
1992. ) Mentors should care about, understand, accept,
and enjoy young people. In addition, the mentors should
he perceived as trustworthy and flexible by the youth to
be served. Mentors may be matched with students lwfbre,
during or after training sessions.

8. Train mentors and students. While training may not
turn a poor mentor into a good one, it can be used as part
of a selection process. There is increasing evidence that
lack oft raining is a primary cause of unsuccessful mentor-
ing. Any training pmgram must liwuson the mentoCs
the goals ofthe relat ionAip, and the development ola plan
to meet those goals. Tminingshould ids() cover the organiza-
t ion ofthe program. including what is expected ora mentor
in terms of time and commitment. A training session
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which includes both mentors and their students is helpful
in communicating expectations and understanding roles.
Showing students before they begin how to get the most
from the experience will increase the benefits.

9. Manage mentor and student matching process. Thc
literature on matching the race and gender of the mentor
with a protege is inconclusive. Some studies say that
similarity is necessary, others lean toward the opposite.
Nor is similarity in personality necessarily a predictor of a
successful match. What seems most important is the
ability of' the mentor to empathize with the student, to
identify his or her needs, and to provide manageable steps
to fill those needs.

10. Monitor the mentoring process. Student-mentor rela-
tionships require monitoringon a regularbasis. Monitoring
during the program is accomplished through brief' meet-
ings, questionnaires, or telephone calls. This ensures that
problems are addressed early, and mismatches are reas-
signed. In addition, mentors must realize that they can
not resolve every one of' their students' problems. Other
sources of help, such as counselors and social service
agencies, must be made available during the mentorship.

11. Evaluate ongoing and terminated cases. One of the
primary reasons fin- the absence of research on mentoring
programs fin. youth is the lack of' program evaluations.
Wh i le time and money constraints often mean t hat evalu-

ions are last on the list, they are critical to the success of
the program. Evaluations based in part on information
gathee.d du ri ng the mon itori ng st age measure a program's
effectiveness, as \yell as suggest changes and improve-
ments for future programs.

12. Revise program and recycle steps. Revision of a
program should based on information from mentors,
students. program staf, and eJahmtion data. Revision

ruld be cont int:(nts process. \ s t he progra 01 progresses,
it may be necest,ary to eliminate some elements and add
others. As students' needs change, the program should
change in order to meet t hose needs.
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Recommendations

To those considering implementing a mentoring program.
Hamilton and Hamilton f 1992) offered recommendations derived
from experience gained by Cornell University's Department of
Family Studies in a demonstration mentoring program called
Linking Up. The recommendations included the following:

1. Employers and organizations that are willing to take on
the task of finding volunteers within their ranks are a
more promising source of mentors than one-at-a-time
recruitment.

2. Mentoring programs should concentrate on youth in need.

:3. Mentors need well-defined and clearly communicated
goals. The Linking Up project's initial training fbr the
mentors presented five mentoring functions nnd intro-
duced the goals of building character and competence. An
intense initial meeting of mentor. protege, parent, and
prof,rram coordinator fbcused on what the pair would do
together, under what conditions, and why. Yet the re-
searchers fimnd these efforts proved insufficient fbr most
mentors.

Building competence is the most functional goal ror
mentoring. Competence is the capacity to do something
well. Warm interpersonal relations are more likely to
result from a fOcus on building competence than from a
focus On huilding a relationship.

5. Nlentors need continUing SUpport. Even mentors who
appeared to be successfl expressed frust rat ion ihout
the need fbr additional support beyond the initial Orien-
tation and training.

Peers-as-Resources

Although t his section is included ;is on niter\ ention stroteg).
children need to eNperience themselves as resources In iiii early
childhood Benard. 1990), Seeing oneself as an important part of'
the school or comilitur,. rAnlbrces children's posit ive sell-con-
cepts and increases t heir resiliency.

9
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The term peer resource is used to refer to children and youth
working with and helping others. A growing body of research
indicates that peer interaction is important to many early achieve-
ments. For example:

reciprocal peer interactions teach children to share, com-
fort, and empathize with others (Attili, 1990);

through peer interaction, children learn critical social
skills such as impulse control, comm o .lication. and friend-
ship skills ( Benard. 199W; and

peer acceptance and the ability to make new friends has
been associated with liking school, higher school atten-
dance rates, and higher academic performance level ( Ladd,
1990. (

Several of the strategies discussed earlier such as service
learning and cooperative learning are peer resource programs.
Other programs include peer tutoring, cross-age tutoring, peer
helping, peer mediat ion, and peer leadership ( Benard, 1990i. The
Mowing sections will discuss two of thesepeer tutoring and
peer mediation.

PeerTutoring

Peer tutoring is a collaborative learning strategy. Such
strategies have the potential to improve the learning of children of'
different ability levels ( Fuchs. Fuchs. Bentz, Phillips, & Hamlett,
199-1). Collaborat ive strategiessuch as cooperati ve learning and
peer tutoring--requi re students to work together to support each
other's learning. Peer tutoring, however, usually matches pairs Of
studentsolder and younger or higher-achieving and lower-
achievingwith t he purpose of' helping t he younger or
lower-achieving student improve academically.

Efftetiveness of Peer Tutoring. Research studies have
documeated the effectiveness of' peer tutoring. Peer tutoring has
been found to he more beneficial tlmn reduced class size, longer
instructional time, or individualized computer-assisted learning
( Berliner & Casanova, 1988). Studies have identified an increase
ill the academic skills of' low-socioeconomic st udents: acmlumic
gains (Or both t utees tiid tutors: and improvements in st udents'
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attitudes, self-concepts, and social skills. In comparison to most

other methods of instruction, peer tutoringappears to he relatively
inexpensive (Giesecke. Cartledge, & Gardner, 1993. )

Recent cost-efThctiveness research shows that peer tutoring
provides higher achievement-per-dollar than many other educa-
tional innovations which are used more often (Martino, 1994). For
example, Levin, Glass. and Meister (19841 found peer tutoring
produced more than twice the achievement in math and science
than did computer-assisted instruction when program costs were
weighed. Bloom (1984) found that the average tutored students
outperformed 98 of a similar group of students taught under a
conventional form oftextbook, lecture, worksheet, and test method.

Research reported by the National Association of Secondary
School Principals C Wircenski, Sarkees. & West. 1990? found that

young people in at-risk situations who were involved in well-
planned and supervised peer tutoring situations showed the
following:

gains in their grade-point avniges:

improvement in reading. math. writing_ communication.
and study skills;

increases in reading comprehensive levels:

improvement in their ability to identify long-range goals:

and

gains in seif-confidence and in interpersonal skills,

lost peer tutoring occurs between high-achieving students
and their low-achieving peers or younger students. A st udy
reported hy Giesecke, Cart ledge, mid Gardner' I 993 was designed
to determine w het her low-achieving st murals cliuld 1 atm. younger
students effectively and if they themselves could experience i m-

pnived achievement and self-confidence Thechildren wereselected
by their classroom teachers to part icip,ite in this study. loortli-
glll(le Ancients served as tutors to third graders. Tutors were
chosen by the fotirth-grade teacher who selected students whom
she judged to he least skilled in reading and who were least likely

to he "viewed as mle models by their peers.-

9 4
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The six-week tutoring program included one week for tutor
preparation and five weeks of tutoring. Tutor preparation con-
sisted of five 30- to 40-minute sessions one week prior to the
tutoring sessions. Tutors received training in what it meant to be
a tutor, the activities and materials of' the tutoring program, the
fbur components of each tutoring session, reinforcement proce-
dures, review games, and testing and charting procedures.

The responses from the tutors and tutees were uniformly
positive. The gains made by the students in this study over the
relatively brief period of five weAs were impressive. In addition,
there was sufficient evidence to determine that under well-struc-
tured. closely supervised conditions, low-achieving students can be
successful tutors (Giesecke, Cartledge, 8, 19931.

Miller, Kohler, Ezell, Hoel, and Strain 1993 I found that
structured/ peer tutoring resulted in greater benefits to students
than did infbrmal tutoring. In structured situations, students are
taught systematic procedures that involve presentation ofinstruc-
tions and fi.iedbc.i.c:k, including reinfbrcement and correction, so that
high rates of tutee participation are generated ( Greenwood, Carta,
& Kamps, 1990).

Results from a study by Fuchs et al. (1994 ) suggest that peer
tutoring can be structured to promote positive instructional inter-
actions among children. In this study, youngsters who had
previous instruction and experience in peer tutoring conducted
longer instructional sessions and the accuracy of the problems
completed was higher. In addition. observations of student interac-
tions during the peer-tutoring sessions revealed the use of more
effective tut( wing strategies by experienced tutors. The explana-
tory-prompting and question-asking among experienced tutors
served to structure and increase the tutees' direct involvement
tlw learning tasks (Fuchs et al., 190.11.

The transcripts of the tutoring sessions illustrate how the
experienced tutors structurNI more interactions with tl-wir tutees
compared to the hu.xperienwd tutors. In fact many of the
Mexperienced t utors in t his study spent most oft heir time talking.
demonstrating. and completing problems by themselves, with
little if any interaction with the tutee. This provided little (and
somet Mi(s no) opport unity for 1 heir tutees t)) apply or practice the
tutor's explanin ions and demonst rations. The tutees of inexperi-
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enced tutors spent more time sitting, watching, and listening. In
contrast, experienced tutors structured questions that guided
tutees to rehearse the steps necessary to complete the problem.
This instructional style resulted in the tutees of experienced tutors
responding more actively (Fuchs et al.. 1994).

The Parsons, Kansas, School District is in its third year of
conducting a for-credit peer tutoring class at the high school level
(Martino. 1994). The peer tutoring class is a regularly scheduled
elective course offered fbr high school students. Students wanting
and needing help with any of their classes can request enrollment
in the peer tutoring class. Also, honor students, gifted students,
and other caring students with solid study skills who are taking
many of the same courses (or already have taken them ) apply and
are chosen to enroll in the tutoring class as peer tutors.

The peer tutoring class meets daily throughout the semester.
St udents receiving help attend both their content classes and the
peer t utori ng class. Both peer tutors and tutees receive a grade and
earn elective credit in this classclass credit has been a significant
carrot tbr students' academic success in this class ( Martino. 1994 ).

Implementing a Peer Tutoring Program. To begin a
successf'ul peer tutoring prop am, commitments from the building
administrators, staff, school board, and parents are necessary to
establish several prerequisites (Martino. 1994):

creating pmgram philosophies and policies.

setting criteria fiw choosing peer tutors,

setting criteria for choosing students to be tutored,

defining roles and limits of peer tutors.

holding peer t utor training sessions,

pmviding community aw areness about the benefit s of t he

program.

generating parental awareness that their children are
more invived in trql
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designing an evaluation plan for both the program's out-
comes and those of individual participants.

Miller et al. (1993) provided the following systematic process
for planning, implementing, and maintaining a structured peer-
tutoring program:

Planning. The planning process addresses (a ) identifica-
tion of the skill to be taught, (b) selection of the materials with
which to teach the skills, (c ) selection of the times for tutoring,
and (d) structure of the tutor-tutee interactions necessary to
teach the skill.

Training. The goal of training is for all students to
perform their assigned roles as accurately and independently
as possible. This involves (a ) introducing and providing the
rationale for each step of the tutoring procedure. (b) modeling
the tutoring step, and (c) having the students rehearse the
tutoring step with decreasing levels of adult instruction and
feedback.

In structuring the t:tudents' interactions necessary to
teach the skill, the most important part is developing a
tutoring procedure that builds on effective teaching practice.
The goal is to apply a few basic strategies that will structure
and fhcilitate the tutor-tutee interactions. These include the
following:

Provide Prompts: Examples of prompts the tutor can
use include, "Start with t he first word on this page- or"Try
this card next.-

Give Immediate Correction: Stop the tutee immedi-
ately whenever an incorrect response has been given, and
immediately provide the correct. answer.

17-peat a Corrected Response: Th is directs the tutor to
seek more practice of the correct a.,swer by the tutee.

Give Reinforcement: The intent of this action is to
strengthen corri ct responding by the tutee mid to give
credit fin. a job well done.
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Monitoring and Evaluation. Once training has been
completed and the tutoring session:3have begun, the next step
is to observe whether the procedures are being implemented as
planned (Miller et al., 1993).

Conflict Resolution and Peer Mediation

Conflict Resolution

Conflict often is seen as something t; .-(t needs to be eliminated
or removed, instead of something that can he worked through and
used constructively. Conflict is normal and is part of everyone's
life. How each person chooses to handle conflict determines
whether the experience is beneficial or detrimental to his or her
growth. Some people choose to handle problems by avoiding
con frontation altogether. People who avoid conflict, however, lose
opportunities to express their own feelings and convictions and
often damage not only their self-esteem. but also their relation-
ships with others (Rogers, 1994. )

Children learn early by example how to handle conflict, anger.
and frustration. Unfortunately, some families and communities
send the message to children that the best way to deal with conflici
is through violent means. In the state of*South Carolina, out of
5,000 students who were surveyed, 33'; of the females lind 50(i of'
the males had engaged in physical fights within the las; 12 months
( Department of Health Promotion and Education, 1991 ). In order
to survive at home, in the community, and among their peer
groups, children learn to lash out, make threats, defend them-
selves, and take revenge when conflict arises. Handling conflict
in nonviolent ways is something many children never have been
taught ( Rogers, 1994 ).

Early intervention programs can teach students how to be

aware of and overcome the violence that surrounds and influ-
ences them. Children of preschool and kindergarten age can
learn t he conflict resolution skills of empathy, i mpul se coot rol

and managing anger. Such programs. implemented in pre-
school and/or elementary school, teach nonviolent behavior, a
liTe skill that will continue to develop in the later years of
adolescence and adulthood. Not only schools, hut parents.
com m unit ies, child-care providers, and healt h-care providers
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can help equip children with the skills to manage and work
through impulsive, aggressive actions (Rogers, 1994 ).

The Choosing Non-Violence (CNV) Program of Chicago found
that when primary school students were asked to think about how
they express their strong feel i igs, they spoilt:I neously shared a list
of extremely violent responses, such as breaking windows, beating
up little kids, and destroying loved items or works of their own art
( Parry, 1993 ). As a result of these findings, the program developed
a strategy of early intervention to redirect the destructive tenden-
cies already exhibited by the young students. The purpose of the
CNV program is to help children with the following (Parry, 1993):

1. understand what violence is; be able to identif'y it in their
lives, their toys, their choice;

2. realize they have the power to choose and control how they
will act; and

3. learn the power of language so they can use it to express
how they feel, to protect and defend themselves without
being violent.

Peer Mediation

Peer mediation is a method of conflict resolution that enables
people involved in conflict to reach a mutually acceptable agree-
ment wit.h the hel p of a neutral "mediator." In peer-mediation, this
mediator, instead of being the adult referee who simply steps in
and makes the calls, is usually only slightly older than those
involved in the dispute. Mediations can involve third- and fourth-
grade students as mediators when first- and second-grade students
are the disputants (Rogers, 1994 ).

Peer medial ion emphasizes that everyone engaged i n a conflict
has the choice (Wallowing themselves to be overcome by negative
perceptions and resentment. or to control the situation, take
action, and resolve it in a nonviolent way. As students become
aware of the constructive results that can come out of a conflict when
dealt with through peer mediation, they are encouraged to take
control of their lives and relationships wit h others ( Rogers, 1994 ).

9 9
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Effectiveness of Peer Mediation

Peer mediation programs are most effective when they provide
exposure to conflict resolution skills in elementary and middle
schools. By the time students reach high school, some violent
tendencies may be more difficult to overcome and change (Rogers,
1994). The National Association for Mediation in Education found
that peer mediation programs are considerably less successful in
high school where being 'cool' takes precedence ( Pilati, 1993). To
effectively affect the way a person chooses to resolve conflict
throughout life, the training of peer mediators and the teaching of'
conflict resolution skills must occur during the youngeryears ollife
( Rogers, 1994).

Although -.ualitative research studies on the effectiveness of'
peer mediation programs are more abundant than are quantita-
tive studies, research findings indicate that programs provide
many benefits for students. In the Resolving Conflict Creatively
Program in New York City, a K-12 peer mediation training
program, teachers reported the following( Metis Associates, 1990 ):

70.9`. observed that to a moderate or great ('xtent children
demonstrated less physical violence in the classroom,

66.3', observed less name-calling and fewer verbal put-
downs among children.

77.8' observed more caring behavior among the children.

69.1'.; observed an increased willingness to cooperate
among chi) 'ren, and

71.5'; noticed (hat children increased skills in under-
standing others points of view.

Peer mediation programs provide benefits fbr teachers as
well as fbr students. When encouraging students to resolve
con fl icts constructively, teachers could not help but adopt some
of' t he problem-solving techniques themselves, 'l'he teachers
reported the fOl lowing ( Metis Associates, 1990):

83.9'; stated their listennig skills improved,
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89.3'4 felt they had increased understanding of individual
children's needs and concerns,

87.77 felt an increase in use of specific conflict resolution
techniques in the classroom,

92.9(i felt their attitudes changed to be more positive
about conflict and conflict resolution,

78.6q agreed their sensitivity to children whose back-
grounds were different from theirs increased, and

89.3q noticed an increase in their willingness to let young
people take responsibility for solving their own conflicts.

Components of Peer Mediation

Peer mediation programs train a group of students to take on
the role of being unbiased, empathetic listeners, respectful of the
differences of others, helping them work together, so they can come
to a mutual, peaceful agreement. Major components of peer
mediation are: active listening, cooperation between participants,
acceptance of each other's differences, and creative problem-
solving which takes into account each participant's position. Peer
mediation promotes communication that is fundamental to growth,
emphasizing that conflict can be constructive if feelings are com-
municated and dealt with rather than ignored and/or allowed to
escalate ( Rogers, 1994).

The peer mediation process consists of the following 11 basic
steps (Rogers, 1994: f

1. Mediator asks each participant to agree to adhere to
certain rules:

to try to solve the problem
not to interrupt others while they talk
not to put down or threaten while you tell your side of'

hat happened
to be honest

2. Mediator asks one participant what happened.

3. Participant responds.
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4. Mediator summarizes whet was said.

5. Mediator asks the other participant what happened.

6. Participant responds.

7. Mediator summarizes what was said.

8. Feelings of both participants are discussed.

9. Mediator asks participants to think of ways to solve the
problem.

10. Alternatives are discussed and some eliminated.

11. Agreement is made for a solution to which both disputants
can agree.

It is important to note that peer mediation may not be appro-
priate in some instances. Conflicts involving weapons, illegal
activity, or blatant injustice are normally beyond I he scope of peer
mediation and are the responsibility of the school administration.
Peer mediation may be used to "talk out- the conflict after other
school policy measures have been taken (Rogers, 1994 ).

fin olementing a Peer Mediation Program

Rogers (1994 ) outlined the following steps for implementing a
peer mediation program:

1. Form an advisory council that includes students, parents,
teachers, administrators, and counselors.

Send representatives to be trained or bring in a profes-
sional mediator to train staff members on site. Training
can occur (luring several in-service sessions. All teachers,
parents, administrators. and counselors should be invited
to attend.

:i. Purchase or write a program manual including your
purpose, procedures, and plan ( timetablel, establishing
goals and making modifications along the way as needs
are revealed.
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4. Select the students to be trained as mediators. This can be
done in various ways:

teacher recommendation
student interest application
student body elections
student body sample, appointed
conflict mediator club participants

5. Train the student mediators by first analyzing the alterna-
tives to violence, exposing them to the simple mediation
process (establish ruy3, hear each student's side of the
conflict, summarize, and suggest possible solutions to the
problem ), and finally, placing them in many impromptu
role play situations, taking turns b2ing the mediator.

6. Make sure the student body is fully aware of the purpose
and availability of the peer mediation program.

7. Keep the program going With monthly cc bimonthly meet-
ings including the advisory council and the student
mediators to discuss happenings, problems, successes,
and to offer encouragement and feedback to all involved.

Peer mediation programs provide many benefits fbr students.
Students like being given the tools and the responsibility to work
out their problems without parental or teacher supervision. Talk-
ing out disputes is a new approach ter many students. Most
students enjoy attempting to understand difThrent points of view,
when he or she knows that others are making an effort to under-
stand his or her point of view. Peer mediation not only builds
self-respect, but it also encourages students to understand those
who, either culturally or ethnically, have a perspective different
from their own. For many students, being able to sit down and talk
about disputes without the threat of violence is a new and reward-
ing experience ( Rogers, 1994 ).

Alternative Schools

Until t he late 1980s, t he research base fi»r alternative educa-
tion was dependent on studies conducted during the 1970s In a
review of this early research, Young ( 1990 ) discussed a study by
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Gold and Mann on the academic achievement and attitudes of'
delinquent students. The researcherscompared approximately 60
at-risk students from three alternative secondary schools with a

matched group of students from conventional secondary schools in

the same districts. The study found the following:

Alternative students were significantly less -lisruptive in
school at the end of the study than conventional students.

Teachers rated alternative students who returned to conven-

tional schools as slightly better behaved than conventional

students.

Alternative students were significantly more positive

about school and confident in their role as students than
conventional st udents.

xVhile aifn.ernative students received slightly improved
grades when they reenrolled in conventional schools, their
achiev,,..ment test scores did not improve and were not
different from those or conventional students.

The researchers explained these findings by pointing out the

importance of alternative school students' perceptions that teach-

ers considered their feelings, needs, and abilities when teaching.
Alternative schools were perceived as more flexible than conven-

tional ones. Alternative school students reported more personal
contacts with teachers and classmates, and observers recorded

more incidents of' praise and acknowledgment of' students in
alternative schools (Young, 1990+.

Another early study by Foley ( 1983( conducted for the Public

Education Association ( PEA1 examined zdternative public high
schools in New York City. These schools were organized in the

1970s to provide an opportunity fbr youths dropping ott of', or
experiencing difficulty in, traditional schools. The eight high
schools in the study served mainly students wit h reemds of p.mr

attendance and underachk+vement. A preliminary assessmept
compared credit accumulation and attendalwe data fbr t he fall of'

19til for 2fit / of incoming st mlents at the eight alternative schools.
On average. t his group of nearly :WO studen's earned 60' more

credits and cut their absences by nearly 10(

1 4
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Three of the schools, N hich had significantly improved students'
attendance and credit accumulation, were selected for intensive study.
Repeatedly, students in these schools expressed real satisfaction about
their relationships with teachers; about the safe, nonviolent, and cari ng
atmosphere of their schools; and about the educational programs they
perceived as well suited to their needs and interests. Observations and
interviews suggested specific fhctors that accounted for the success of
the three case-study schools.

'rhe strengths of the alternative schools appeared to be their well-
fbcused academic programs and theircapacity to fbstercreative human
relationships between students and teachers. These exemplary teach-
ing/learning relationships were the result of several features of the
schools (Foley, 1983

I l'ese schools had well-defined student populat ions; the2.-i

fnculties knew what their students needed, and they
planned accordingly.

Thc schools had principals who were strong academic
leaders who worked with the faculty to struct LI re curricu-
lum on the p:Tsonal, social, and cult ural experiences ofthe
students, their intellectual needs, as well as the school
system's subject requirements.

Teachers' roles were diversified to allow fin- increased
part lei pat ion in management and opportunities to counsel
students, which enhanced teachers' sensitivity to stu-
dents' needs.

Partial course credit, fast -paced cycles, and learning
contracts enl-Hinced students Opportunities to succeed
academically. Participation was encouraged by regular
classroom discussions, encouraging students to make
decisions regarding t he courses t hey would take, and by
sI ruct u ring learning through doing.

A few commonly agreed upon, frequent ly discussed school
rules established clear standards Forconduct, and a highly
structured support system enabled students to live within
those rule.

Small school size allowed prii icipals and teachers to reach
students who were Formerly hard to reach in school,
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encouraged communication and a sen:->e of belonging, and

limited bureaucratic obstacles.

The studies reported by Young and Foley are interesting
because more recent evaluations of the effectiveness of alternative

schools have produced similar results. For example, in 1988 the
Arizona legislature :nitiated the Arizona At-Ris Pilot Project, a
longitudinal evaluation studyl1989-92) of'13 diqrict- and school-
based projects that affected the lives of over 10,000 7-12th grade
"retrieved" dropouts and potential dropouts. Sites were charged
with integrating academic, vocational, and support services and
did so through a continuum of programs ranging from off-site
alternative schools serving exclusively teens in at-risk situations
to "school-wide" reforms serving all students ( Vandegrift, 1992).

The programs were diverse in nature, but overall, the findings

indicated that alternative programs appeared most "promising"
fhr 7-12th-grade students at risk, although other delivery systems
did produce positive outconws related to the services they provided

(e.g., vocational services produced vocational outcomes). The
evaluation results consistently pointed to the alternative-school
model as the most effective and positi Ive.y perceived delivery system fbr

students in at-risk situations at the secondary school level. By

incorporating a variety or instructional, vocational, and support
strategies into a comprehensive system, which was customized to

the unique and diverse characteristics of' older at-risk students,
alternative schools seem to be providing a viable option for st udents

who have been alienated from the "regular" educational system.

Evaluation duta for all the programs indicated that students
ninth, progress in attendance, credits earned, and achievement.
During 1990-91 alone, nine out of' every ten of' the program
participantsteens who were well-acquainted with school fail-
urereporiedly remained in school or graduated. Attendance rose

flirt he first lime lice the initiation ofthe programs. Standardized
test gains wer,, made in language and math with l2th-grade
st udents exiting at higher skill le\ els than their predecessors in
these areas. Many of the attitudinal and behavioral changes were
attrilmted to helpful andcaringst all'wlm provided more individual

attent ion ( Vandegrift, 1992

The Maine Department of Education and the College of the
Atlant ic conducted a study of' seven rural alternative education
programs to develop systematic assessment processes for such
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programs and to provide insight into what qualities contribute to
their success (Antonucci & Mouser, 1993). Each program was
unique, responding to the needs of its own community. The types
of programs ranged from those which provided support within the
regular school setting to those which were completely self con-
tained. The goal of the support centers was to help students
experience success in the regular programs. The goals ofthe self-
contained programs were to develop tb whole child, foster a sense
of belonging, and instill a desire to be a productive member of the
community and to complete high school.

The research team decided rather than listing the deficiencies of'
the students, to fus, instead, on nwchanisms and schooling practices
th:It program stafrcould control in order to change the schools to fit the
students. Tlie team completed a structural analysis of each program
from interviews and researchers field notes. Looking at organizational
and policy patterns, they fbund a complex relationsh,d between the
programs and t he school and cl immunity ofWhich theyare a part. It was
clear that there were no easy steps to program success and no sure
fiirtnulas fbr dropout prevention. External causes had a great impact
on the programs. Achangeofpdnci pal, lossof an advocate at thecent ral
oft" :e, tbe assignment of' a faculty member to an alternative program
because there was no other place to "dump- him or her, a struggle to
maintain funding, a new school board, or a hostile faculty can doom a
program (Antonucci & Mooser. 1993 ).

Whet' programs did not have to fight lbr their existence, however.
they met the needs of' their students. Although students felt that
teachers and ad m inist ratoi.s in their regular schools didn't care about
them, each tdteniative program had at loist one person who students
felt did care tibout them. The (dternative schools had more realistic
homework expectations. Students who worked after schobl, t yak
care oft heir own children, or had no place to do homework faund

ernat ive programs more flexible. The st udents liked the sched-
ules in the alternative programs where they had longer time periods
to concentrate (Ui fewer subjects. The flexibility ofidternat ivyprogram
schedu le),; iil wed students to woi.k school around othercommit ments.

An important factor in the (thermal ye-school fit grams was that
these programs gave st Lidents a sense ofbelongi ng. Few ofthe students
had successfal social lives in the regular schools. Many oft he st udents
had a history of dysfunctimal relationships with adults. Oflen their
relationships with their tilternative-school teachers were the only
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meaningful adult relationships in their lives; their relationships with
other students were their only experience with acceptance by peers. A

significant number of the students expressed fbelings of not being
valued. The alternative pmgrams were structured so that students
could achieve success and feel valued as individuals, "perhaps foe the

first time in all of their schooling years- (Antonucci & Mooser. 1993).

Research indicates that there are certa n characteristics present
in alternative schools which are successfUl with students who do
not prosper in the regular schools. It is clear that successful
alternative programs have the following characteristics: (a ) they
are small and have low teacher/pupil ratios; (hi they have faculties
that develop caring relationships with students; ( c ) they set forth
clear rules; ( 6.) they have high expectations fbr student achieve-
ment; tef they fbster positive peer relationships; and (f) they
develop student self-esteem. Students who are problems in regu-
lar schools seem to function better in alternative schools. Students
who might otherwise drop out of school and become problems to
society can become productive adults with the help of understand-
ing and caring alternat ive-school teachers.

1 0
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Chapter Six
Summary

Comprehensive, Systemic Change

Every aspect of' children's lives affects their ability to lean. Imd

succeed in school. However, comfit ions associated with poverty envi-

ronments ari major factors in students dropping out. Children whose
home environments and social backgrounds result in development
different from the mainstream enter school at a distinct educational
disadvantage. When the priblents encountered within the flintily and

neighbothood combine with the problems children encounter within

the sd tools, the results are staggering. Nearly halfitfAmerica's adult
population may not be able to perform the range of complex tasks

necessary fin. the United States to compete successfUlly in a global
economy or fbr the adults to exercise the rights and responsibilities of'
citizenship. At a time when specialized, postsecondary education is a

prerequisite fOr many high-technology jobs, statistics i ndicate that 20';

of adults over the age of25 in t he United States had not completed
high school, and that over 12 million persons 18 years of age mut okler

had less than a 9th-grade education in 1993.

School systems zicioss the countr are imtiquated bureaucrat-
ic and technical struct ures. highl complex. surprisingly similar,
and very resist ant to change. Most reform strategies have as-
sumed the present educational system is fit ndai nenta lly sound and

that no basic changes are needed. The potential dangersin t ryi rig to

lix the present system. however, are greater fbr the failure-prone
child, the underprepared, and those disenfranchised youngsters
from underclass 12,1 let tos and barrios. Many practices designed to
'rinitediaW' students produce. instend. a number of damaging eflects
such as lowert,d perceptions of academic compel (Inv. decrmsed
academic motivat ion. and reduced int rinsic interest in learning.
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The National Di opout Prevention Center advocatesa compie-
hensive, systenuc approach to educational reform While teat hei
and adminigratoi S continue to be blamed fin t he pool achle\
ment of students, research indicates that the structure or the
school workplace has a greater influence on what professionals do
than personal professional training, or previous experi-
ence. Attempts to improve student learning will he successful only
to the extent t hat changes throughout the system give schools
sufficient latitude to adapt new policies or pract ices to t heir unique
circumstances and to develop their own solutions to problems.

The effective implementation of systemic change means find-
ing ways to create a collaborative mode of work to replace the
existing isolation and powerlessness under the traditional syst em.

Restiucturing

The National Governors'Associat ion Task Force on Education
asserted that significant steps must be taken to rest ruct tire educa-
tion in all states. The purpose of restructuring is to ensure that the
educational system is congruent with the needs of those who work
within it and the needs of those it serves. The educational system
must be changed to create a flexible organization that enables
teachers, school administrators, students, parents. and communi-
ty members to collaborate in providing within each school the
experiences students need to achieve success. School-based man-
agement is an important component ()limy educational rest nicturing
reform. School-based management expands the leadership within a
system and is distinguished by a fbcus on the individual school as the
unit oldecision making and the management ofsubstantial resources.

When participatory decision making is an integral part of
organizational decision making. the school community defines its
vision for the school, explores the needs of the students and the
school, researches possible approaches to restructuring the in-
structional and curricular core of' t he school, proposes possible
strategies Ibr implementation, and allocates resource:. Io accom-
plish its goals. Insufficient material resources are a major con-
straint on t he enic1 ivenesufsidr-malinging -whooL. Even \% ith ill
t In. .1 licr clemcnI, ii plum, re,tructuruq4 eiliit. c\ cut uull \\ ill

it ilchool. du nut Ill I \ and connoi geilt re,uurce, Ow\ noed
tu du thcir
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Pi ofessional de\ elopment must be provided so that members
of the school community can develop the knowledge and skills
required to participate in school-based m anagement and to become
proficient in new instructional strategies. In addition, teachers
must be prepared to work in creative ways with students who do not

respond to traditional instructional methods.

A considerable body of' research exists on successful profes-
sional development programs. Components to be considered for
eflective professional development include context, content,choice,

continuity, coaching, control, and commitment.

Prevention Strategies

Pwrention includes those actions taken which anticipate, fore-
stall, or deal with cognitive. social, or personal problems befbre they
irretrievably impair a st udent's ability to perform successfully in
school. Prevention strategies are designed to "level the playing
lield"--to strengthen students' resiliency, to help students in at-
risk situations enter school ready to learn, to provide the skills
necessary fnr school success, to assist parents in becomi ng involved
in their chi ldren's educat ion, to ensure physical and mental health,
and to remove barriers to success within the early grades.

Resiliency is the ability to withstand, adjust to, or recover from

risk, stress, or adverse environmental circumstances. The stron-
gest prevention measures are those which help children develop
resiliency. Resiliency results from social supports which facili-
tate the development of psychological strengths and behavior
coping mechanisms that assist an individual in modifying his or
her responses to critical risk sit tuitions.

Social support is provided by the family, peers, the commu-
nity. ttid the school. When social support is low in one setting,
oi her sett ings need to compensate. Caring relationships increase
resiliency in children. Effective schools foster resiliency by
providing opportunities fiir students to develop caring relation-
ships with both adults and other students.

Tlw earlier a problem is identified and addressed, the greater
will be the impact on students in at-risk situations. Studies of
birth-to-t hive intervent ions demonst rate t hat IQ can be modified

changing a child's environment. The most effective way to
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reduce the numbet of childi en ho will ultimately drop out is to
provide the best possible classroom instruction from the beginning of'
t heir school experience. It appears to take intensive effbrtsovera period
of several years to produce lastingeffects, but the fhct thateven the least
intensive models produced strong immediate effects suggests that a
combination of approaches within a comprehensive preventive pro-
gram will have great promise in increasing children's cognitive time-
tioning. National Diffusion Network programs such asEarly Preren-
(inn of School Failure and Reading Recocery can prevent academic
fhi lure.

There is a significant relationship between behavior in early grades
and later success in school. Although most children learn classroom
rules and norms quite easily, many children from at-risk situations
have difficulty understanding what the rules are and how to behave
appropriately. Students who cannot meet the implicit expectations of'
teachers often suf ler year afteryear of poor school performance without
knowing exactly what is wrong. For this reason, the development of
socially responsible behaviors should be as much a part of the elemen-
tary curriculum as academic competence.

in recent years, practitioners have been searclling fbr alternatives
to the choices of retention in grade or social promotion. A numIxT of'
districts are resurreaing a practice tried in the 191,.Oscontinuous
progress, nongraded primary schools. Nongraded levels and continu-
ous progress schools are based on the philosophy that children develop
at differing rates. Such scluxils offer flexible groupings that encompass
a two- to fbur-year range in age, allowing movement b?tween levels as
pupils are ready to advance.

Research consistent ly finds that parent involvement has a direct.
1)0Sitive effect on children's achievement. Scin tots and school systems
which are successfblly involving parents began by respondMg to the
qualit les. characteristics, and needs ofthe parents in order to overcome
the harriers which interfere with communication. These barriers
include Ix iront s of' litentcy: hinguage pnTem.d f'or reading,
list,..ning, speaking, and writing; daily commit ments and responsibili-
t ies t hat may idled the t ime, energy, and attention :wadable to clevote
to school: and pawnts' le \ el of comfort in becoming involved in their
children's education.

MaT, crucial influences on the education of' at-risk chiklren are
outside the schook orbit. Schools alone cannot handle the problems of
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students who come from at-risk circumstances Prog rams that success-
fully link education, health, and human services tend to have some of
the followmg characteristics. (a) comprehensive menu of services, (b)
shared governance, (c) collaborative funding, and kl) organizational
models that reflect the needs of the communities they serve. The
flexibility necessary to deliver comprehensive services is often limited
by policies that regulate the governance and funding of schools and
other agencies. Creating such flexibility demands mechanisms that
span political and organizational boundaries. State government has a
major role in funding local planning and in providing start-up capital
for integrated efforts.

Mediation Strategies

Mediation is the processor ensuring t hat all students acquirethe
first time aroundthe skills they need to function efli.ictively both in
school and in the world outside of school. I tn o..ter words, mediation
ensures that remediatim, will not be necessary. This is accomplished
by establishing hospitable educational environments in which
students feel supported and cared fin., where failure is seen as just
one step on the road to learning, and where the needs of' the
st udents govern decisions made, not just at the classroom level, but
also at the school and district level. Mediation strategies are those
that ensure a learner-centered envimnment in the school and fbcus on
teachers as facilitators of'learning.

Teachers, as fiicilitators of learning, provide students with active
learning environments and experiences which are relevant to life
outside the classroom. Classmom instruction and curriculum must
provide students contexts within which they can construct meaning.
contexts in which they engage in authentic learning. Mediation
strategies a are based on the research on how the brain functions,

( hi consider learning styles, (c) engage tile molt ink intelligences,
d provide students with authentic learning opportunities, ei use

inn bent ic assessment to determine achievement, ft use technolo-
gy appropriately, and ig) prepare students fbr the workplace.

To understand why so many of' ourcurricularawl inst ructional
st rat egies fi n( to reach students wit h difrerent modi)s of learning,
it is necessary (0 understand how the brain kind ions. Researcher:,
have accumulated a substantial amount of data indicatingt hat t he

brain %yin grow phYsiologicany sl imulated through interact ion
wit h the cm:inn-intent The physical st ruct un, an he brain act tinny

changes as the result of experience.
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Among the models used to explain how the brain works is Paul
MacLean's "triune brain theory MacLean 1978 ) identified three
lavers of the brain which were establ ished successively in response
to changing environmental needsthe reptilian system or R-
Complex, the limbic system, and the neocortex. All three layers of'
the brain interactconcepts, emotions, and behaviors are not
separate: they influence and shape each other. Some types of
learning are inhibited by perceived threat. For example, percep-
tual psychologists have long been aware of the "narrowing of the
perceptual field," which occurs when an individual perceives an
experience as threatening. Leslie Hart (198:3) called such percep-
tual narrowing "downshifting."

"Downshifting" Occurs because threat causes the brain tb
literally shift down from the neocortex into the older, more auto-
matic limbic system and reptilian complex. When downshifted,
students seem less able to engage in complex intellectual tasks-
those requiring creativity and the ability to engage in open-ended
thinking and questioning. In practice. many of the demands
schools impose on students. ranging from placing unreas!)nable
time limits on learning and restraints on individual thinking, to
excessive competition and mbti vat ion by means of shame and gu i t
will cause all but the most resilient students to downshift.

Research confirms that the brain has an infinite capacity to
make connections and that multiple. complex, and concrete experi-
ences are essential for meaningful learning. Students' constructions
of reality and their ability to deal with and instantly remember
daily life experiences and to search finr meaning in those experien-
ces is ignored by educators who believe that fbr learning to take
place, students must memorize isolated facts and repeatedly
practice specific skills. In too many schools, literature, mathemat-
ics, history. and science are presented as separate disciplines:
reading and writing are taught divorced from meaning and pur-
pose: and what happens in the clissroom is unrelated to the life of'
the learner.

Learning styles have to do with lmw individuals acquire
information, how they organize it in their minds to make :4011se

. ;111(1 haw t hey Ilse it in their daily lives. Diftbrent people ollen
react in different ways to the same situation, whether that sit un-
t ion is getting caught in a traffic jam, having to wait in line, or
learning that someone loved is dying. These different reactions
reflect chariwteristic ways aperceiving the world, processing uul
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organizing the mfbrmation received, expressing emotiong, and

behaving The proce,,s of learning is just as affected by these

characteristics

The theory of multiple intelhgences (MI) fbcuses on the di ver-

sity in how students think and learn. Each person possesses all

seven intelligences tlogical/mathematical, verbal/linguistic, spa-
tial, musical, bodi ly/ki nesthetic . interpersonal, and intrapersonal
which function together in ways unique to ,:ach ind;vidual. Stu-
dents learn best when given an opportunity to ?lore ideas

through their perceptual strengths. When approaching lesson
planning and curriculum design. the best question to ask about

students is -How are they stnan?" then seek instructional strate-
gies that build on their "sma'rts."

Students, especially those from at-risk situations. 'require
instructional programs that involve learning by doing, active
applications of' facts and skills, and wot'kiiig v i t h other students.
Authentic instruction, which focuses on content and skills that are
meaningful ouu-:cle the classroom, requires students to use their
minds well to construct meaning and produce knowledge which
has value in the world outside of school. Three examples of'
authentic instructional strategies that can be adapted to meet
students learning styles and include all of' the multiple intelligen-

ces are serriee learning. whole language and coolvratice learning.

Autheithc assessnwnt provides more appropriate alternatives
to measuring acceptable academic perftwmance than do paper-

and-pencil tests. Critics of' standardized tests claim such tests
have skewed the curriculum toward the teaching of what is most

easily measured by machines, focusing on the acquisition of' basic

skills and factson the short-term goals of' schooling----as ends in

themselves rather than as a means to further learning and growth.
Authentic assessments tire public evaluations based on multiple

criteria and agroed-upon standards. Criteria and standards must

be set fbr expert performance, students should know what those
criteria are, and teachers should teach t he knowledge and skills
students need to exhibit expert perfbrinance.

Technology, in particular computer-based technology, offers

mu, of he hest opport unit ies ler developing instruction which
engages students in ant hentic learning, addresses multiple intel-
ligences, and adapts to students' learning styles. \\lien used
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appropnatel) , technology can provide instructional envn onments
that have a powerful impact on those students who,without help,
might continue to be at risk of school fiailure. When teachers have
students using computers to work together to read, discuss, or edit
each other's text, cooperative behavior is encouraged. When
students have opportunities to access information through elec-
tronic databases or CD-ROM, they can focus on complex, meaningfill
problems; basic skills instruction can be embedded in the context.
of more global tasks in which students are asked to tackle real
problems; and students can make connections to their out-of-
school experiences and cultures.

Most students who do not plan to go immediately on to college
receive little in the way of systematic assistance in preparing for
and finding jobs when they leave high school. Many of the school-
to-work transition programs which are currently in place are
generally uncoordinated and not particularly effective in help-
ing prepare U. S. students for jobs. There are a few bright spots,
however. A number of broad-based community and business
coalitions have been initiated to work with school districts.
Formal agreements or compacts have been made through which
businesses offer to provide jobs and other incentives if students
agree to stay in school and the schools agree to make systematic
efforts to raise students' academic success and attendance.
Programs of' apprenticeships offer a transition from school to
work that provides young workers with a sheltered environment
in which to develop skills. In an apprenticeship, a learner
observes and assists a master at work, gradually gainingcompe-
tence by taking responsibility for progressively more challenging
aspects of the task.

Tech-Prep has been promoted as a promising way to inte-
grate t he curriculum and provide transitions to postsecondary
education. Tech-Prep CTECFI nology PREParation I programs
have a number ofkey elements. One of the most important is the
a rticu hit ion agreement which links secondary and postsecond-
ary institutions to provide a closely coordinated high schot )1/
college curriculum. The Tech-Prep model envisions the art icu-
lotion not just of single courses but of' programsa series of'
related cm irsesat the two educational levels. The purpose of
Tech-Prep is to prepare students to begin rewarding careers in
mid-level technology fields. These fields represent the types of
positions for which a hi;;11 school diploma, with vocational
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training up to and including an occupational associate degree, is
required for entry and/or ad% ancement

Intervention Strategies

lerirntion st ra tegi es are design ed to interrupt or modifyacadem-

ic. school, or personal problems that are negatively affecting students'

performances. Intervention strategies are those that address the
continuing needs of students who remain at tisk in middle and high
school. Although mentoring, peer tutoring, and peer mediation strat-
egies might also be considered appropriate mediation strategies, they

are especially eflective when used to intervene in situations where
students are having particular difficulties.

Mentoring can be defined as a sustained relationship be-

tween an adult and a youth or a more experienced person and a
novice. Adult relationships, not only those provided by parents
and grandparents, but also hy neighbors, teachers, and other
concerned adults, are a protective fnctor for youth growing up in
stressful family and community environments.

Supporting academic achievement is an extremely important
mentoring role. Mentors can play a critical role where parents are
either unavailable or unable to provide responsible guidance ler
their children. A survey of' SOO Career Beginnings participants
from 16 citks feund that mentoring helped at least half of' the
studeWs learn to succeed, improve their grades, avoid drugs.
increase their regard for people of' other races, and improve their
relationships with teachers and fhmily.

llsing peers as resources includes programs such as coopera-
tive learning, peer tutoring, cross-age tutoring, peer mediation,

and peer leadership. Peer tutoring is a collaborative learning
strategy. Such strategies have the potential to immve the
learning of' children of' different ability levels. Peer tutoring
usually matches pairs of studentsolder and younger or higher-
;tchtevt ng and lower_achieving--with t he purpose or twining the

younger or Iiiwer-achieving student improve academically.

Peer tutoring has been found to be Ilion, beneficial than
reduced class size, longer instructional time, or individualized
com put yr-assisted learning. St udies have identi fied an increase
in t he itcademic ski I l of low-socioeconomic students: academic
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gains for both tutees and tutors, and improvement,, in student-:
attitudes. self-concepts, and social skills. In comparison to most
other methods of instruction. peer tutoring appears to be rela-
tively inexpensive.

Early conflict mediation programs can teach students to he
aware of and overcome the violence that surrounds and influences
them. Children of preschool and kindergarten age can learn the
conflict resolution skills of empathy, impulse control, and manag-
ing anger. Such programs, implemented in preschool and/or
elementary school, teach nonviolent behavior, a life skill that will
continue to develop in the later years ofadolescence and adulthood.
Not only schools, hut parents, communities, child care providers,
and health care providers can help equip children with the skills
to manage and work through impulsive, aggressive actions.

Peer med iation emphasizes t hat everyone engaged in a conflict
has the choice of allowing themselves to be overcome by negative
perceptions and resentment, or to control the situation, take
action, and resolve it in a nonviolent way. Peer mediation pro-
grams train a group of' students to take on the role of being
unbiased, empathetic listeners, respectful of the differences of'
others, helping them work together, so they can come to a mutual.
peaceful agreement. Major components of peer mediation are:
active listening, cooperation between participants, acceptance of
each otheCs differences, and creative problem-solving which takes
into account each participant's position.

One of' the most common intervention strategies is placing in
alternative-school settings those students who have difficulties in
regular schools. Research indicates t hat t here are certain charac-
teristics present in alternative schools that are successful with
st uden is who do not prosper in the regular schools. It is clear that
successful alternative progra MS designed to help students achieve
have t he following characteristics: la they are small and have low
teacher/pupil rat ins; Ihf they have faculties that develop caring
relationships with students: (co they set fbI Ii clear rules: dii hey
have high expectations fiw student achievement: they (Oster
positive peer relationships: and if' the!' develop student self-
esteem. Students who are problems in regular schools seem to
function bet ter in alternat ive schools. Students who might ot her-
wise drop out of school and become prohlems to society can become
productive adults with the help of' understanding and cal ing
alternat i ve school teachers.
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Recomnzendations for Reform

'Fhe National Dropout Prevention Center believes the follow-

ing areas of reform must. be addressed:

%%le educational system must lie restructured to be more
congruent w ith the needs of those who work in it and the
needs of' those it serves. Schook must have the authority
to make meaningful decisions through part icipatory deci-
sion making; adequate resources must be available: and
professional development shauld provide the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes required to carry out new roles and
use new strategies.

The problems faced by children in at-risk situations are
the collective responsibility of everyone. Government.
businesses, community organizations and agencies. par-
ents, and the schools must join together to provide the
social support needed to ensure resiliency in children.

The technical core of the school -teaching. learning,
curriculum, and instruction must engage children in
learning. Efrective prevent ion, medial ion.and intervent ion

strategies must he adopted to meet the needs of students
in at-risk sit tuitions.

A Call to Action

It is clear there are many effective strategies for preventing
students from dropping out of school before they complete their
high school education. These strategies range from nutritional
care fOr infants and parenting training for teenage mothers to
alternative schools for middle and high school students who are not

doing \ ell in their regular schools. The earlier problenls are
addressed, the more effective and lasting the results. Student,
who live in at-risk sittio ons, however, will need special assistance
hrmighout their schooling. A quick fix in preschool or kindergar-

ten cannot overcome the pervasive and continuing problems en-
countered by so many of' our youth today in their homes and
coin ni unit les.
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Many of the state and national policies being pi oposed at thi;"
time are "penny wise and pound fbolish.- Spending billions on
police and jails while skimping on nutritional aid to mothers and
children or cutting back on educational programs is not a prudent
course. When 80 of prison inmates are high school dropouts, it
makes more sense to spend our country's limited dollars on programs
designed to prevent school fhilure.

If we fail to set education as our number one national priority.
we must be prepared fbr the consequences. We will have to pay
even more fbr prisons to house society's rejects. When young girls
get pregnant and drop out of school, we will have to pay even more
to feed t heir children. And if we don't want to pay, are we prepared
to let those children starve?

Students from at-risk situations are not someone else's respon-
sibility. When the schools fail such children, the schools are failing
each one of us. More importantly. WC' have failed the schools
because our priorities do not include designing and supporting
schools that are congruent with the needs of those who are
supposed to learn in them. We have failed to provide caring schools
that nurture and support resiliency: we have fhiled to provide
schools that invite engagement in learning.

We have all heard the following adages:

11 taws a whole cillage I() raise a chil(1.

Glue a man a fish and you're fed him I'm- a (lay:teach (1
man to fish and you 're lea him fi)r life.

Education is our collective responsibility. It is time to realize
we are a village in a global economy, and all of us share the
responsibility fbr raising all of our children. It is time to shoulder
that responsibility and teach every one of' those children to fish in
t he waters of t he 21st Century.
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